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The purpose of this study was to examine the attitudes of church laity and female
clerics regarding the role and function of clergywomen and the effect those attitudes have
upon ministry and vocational mobility of clergywomen including their access to the role
of senior pastor in black Baptist churches that are members of the National Baptist
Convention USA, Inc., the National Baptist Convention of America, and the Progressive
National Baptist Convention, in Davidson County in Nashville, Tennessee.
The study shows that many black Baptist churches belong to the largest of the
black Baptist denominations, which are licensing and ordaining women to the gospel
ministry. However, the attitude and behavior of the laity toward clergywomen continues
to affect them negatively, and, due to lack of support, hinders clergywomen from
pursuing leadership roles in the church, including that of senior pastor.
The Black Church, which has been an avid advocate for the marginalized people
of society, continues to be silent on the issue of inclusivity of clergywomen. Sexism is
pervasive in society and is manifested in the church. As women enter ministry in large
numbers, they find that the same sexism existing in society is in the church.
Patriarchy was never the plan of God, and the gospel of good news was never
intended to restrain women from pursuing full participation in the kingdom of God.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
In 2006, I was a candidate for the role of senior pastor at a black Baptist church.
The former pastor had retired after forty-three years of service. When the national search
narrowed, I was one of three finalists. Members of the pulpit search committee shared
with me that based on my resumé and telephone and face-to-face interviews, I was the
most qualified and experienced candidate. The committee invited each of the three final
candidates to teach a midweek Bible study, meet with the congregation for a time of
fellowship with questions and answers, and preach during a Sunday worship service. By
the grace of God, I was able to make a heartfelt connection with the congregation. The
week following the Sunday I preached, apparently the congregation was filled with a
sense of renewal, excitement, and anticipation of what the Lord was doing. Several
members of the church who had said they did not want a woman for a pastor changed
their minds and, through prayer, discerned that indeed God was sending me to be their
next pastor.
Later, I received an anonymous phone message informing me that on the
following Sunday after I was there to preach, the retired pastor confronted the pulpit
search committee and congregation regarding their consideration of me, a female, to
succeed him as pastor. Entering the pulpit at the end of the service, he opened the Bible
and read 1 Timothy 2:8-15 from the Kings James Version of the Bible, reminding them
that Kings James is the authorized version:
I will therefore that men pray everywhere, lifting up holy hands, without
wrath and doubting. In like manner also, that women adorn themselves in
modest apparel, with shamefacedness and sobriety; not with braided hair,
or gold, or pearls, or costly array; But (which becometh women professing
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godliness) with good works. Let the woman learn in silence with all
subjection. But I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over
the man, but to be in silence. For Adam was first formed, then Eve. And
Adam was not deceived, but the woman being deceived was in the
transgression. Notwithstanding she shall be saved in childbearing, if they
continue in faith and charity and holiness with sobriety.
The retired pastor then read 1 Corinthians 14:33b-35:
For God is not the author of confusion, but of peace, as in all churches of
the saints. Let your women keep silence in the churches: for it is not
permitted unto them to speak; but they are commanded to be under
obedience, as also saith the law. And if they will learn any thing, let them
ask their husbands at home: for it is a shame for women to speak in the
church.
Unable to separate his bias and presuppositions from historical context, this retired pastor
expounded on these passages and told the congregation and pulpit search committee that
if they called me (a woman) to be their pastor they would be going against “the very
Word of God.” Reportedly, he said, “After all I’ve been teaching you for these past fortythree years, you ought to know better!” The impact of this negative confrontation led to
confusion and division, evil church politics, and sheer chaos in the church. The
congregation heeded the retired pastor’s voice, and I was not called to be its senior
pastor.
The preceding situation is an example not only of the power of the voice of the
black pastor but also of how congregations on the one hand affirm women in ministry by
licensing and ordaining them, even as I have been, yet on the other hand restrict them
from the pastoral office based solely on gender.
The Black Church has been an avid advocate for the marginalized of society;
however, it has only just begun to take on sexism as a social concern (McKenzie xvi).
The social activism of the Black Church is inconsistent as it pertains to gender inclusivity
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(Barnes 371). Black Church used here denotes the collective reality of black Christianity
across denominational lines. “The Black Church is not a single institution but can be
identified as a distinctive community whose faith is rooted and grounded in an
interpretation viewed through the lens of a people victimized by almost three centuries of
slavery” (Wood 27).
African-American women who make up 66-80 percent of their respective
congregations (Hopkins 43; Lincoln and Mamiya 275-75, 304) contribute significantly to
the ministry of the Black Church. As pillars of the institutional church, they have
supported clergy, taught its children, safeguarded the rituals, spoken from its pulpits, and
volunteered for various projects and causes, including the building fund, the pastor
anniversary, and the church anniversary. Whether in their roles as soloists, ushers, nurses,
church mothers, Sunday school teachers, missionaries, pastors’ aides, deaconesses,
stewardesses, or prayer warriors, women are at the core of the Black Church, which could
not exist without them (Wiggins 2; Zikmund, Lummis, and Chang, 4). Long considered
the backbone, in short, African-American women have been and continue to be pillars of
the institutional church (Lincoln and Mamiya 275; Zikmund, Lummis, and Chang 4).
The truth of the matter, as Theresa Hoover realizes, was that black women were
not only the backbone but also important players in the very life of the church:
Truly women are the glue that held the churches together. The women
worked, yet found time to be Sunday school teachers, sing in the choir,
and support the church’s program in every way. The women found time
and energy to be active in the women’s missionary societies and to serve
as counselors or sponsors for the youth group…. The church was their
home away from home, the social orbit in which they met the right people.
(296)
Although marginalized since the inception of the Black Church in the hush arbors of
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slavery, a sincere love for Christ and his Church motivates African-American women to
continue striving in the face of the many contradictions of the Black Church.
African-American clergywomen taking their place have also entered the ranks of
professional ministry and are serving as chaplains, ministers of Christian education,
administrators, theological school professors, campus ministers, directors of national and
regional church departments, assistant pastors, and executive pastors. “One of the most
significant changes in church life in the twentieth century has been the movement of
ordained women into recognized settings of ministry in American Protestantism”
(Zikmund, Lummis, and Chang 1).
Many African American denominations such as the African Methodist Episcopal
(A.M.E.), African Methodist Episcopal Zion (A.M.E.Z.), Christian Methodist Episcopal
(C.M.E.), and the Church of God in Christ (C.O.G.I.C.) have taken a formal stand on the
issue of women in ministry; however, black Baptist denominations have not (Lincoln and
Mamiya 286-87). Autonomy of the local church in matters of faith and practice is
guaranteed by independent church polity of the Baptist denominations. Black Baptist
denominations claim that the reason they have not taken a formal position on the issue of
ordination of women is due to the autonomy of the local church and associations. One
example of the autonomy of the local Baptist congregation is the fact that although the
Progressive National Baptist Convention’s constitution specifically states that women,
clergy or lay, may hold any office of the convention (Lincoln and Mamiya 45), this
practice has not filtered down; therefore, local churches do not accept women as senior
pastors. While no specific policy against the ordination of women is in place in any of the
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black Baptist denominations, the general climate has not been supportive of women
preaching and pastoring churches (286-87).
Background of the Problem
In light of the fact that women have made up the greatest percentage of
congregations in America since the mid-seventeenth century (Moran 47-66; Wiggins 1)
and the tremendous work and effort of the Civil Rights movement, the matter of equality
among the sexes continues to be a hotly debated topic in the church. While other black
denominations have risen to the challenge to address the issue of sexism as a social and
biblical concern, Baptist denominations, especially the largest three who collectively
represent over fourteen million Christians (“Baptist Churches”) have not.
The Black Church has been a champion of espousing a black theology of
liberation (Wiggins 1-2). Based on interpretation of Scripture, preaching on matters of
race and equality in the broader context, black Baptist denominations refuse to take a
similar stand concerning women and the matter of gender equality in the church. The
duality of this practice has led to gender discrimination. Such discrimination is a
contradiction of black liberation theology espoused by the Black Church and undermines
the teaching and praxis of Christianity, resulting in the oppression and subjugation of
women clergy, which negatively affects their ministry and vocational mobility in the
church including their ability to the role of senior pastor (Carpenter 134-41; Wiggins 94).
With a widening biblical and theological view, many black Baptist churches are
no longer asking questions surrounding the issues of whether God calls women to the
gospel ministry or if women should be allowed to preach; rather, they are asking if
clergywomen should be allowed to function in the role of senior pastor. Across the
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country many individual members and several local churches who are members of Black
Baptist denominations have acknowledged, licensed, and even ordained women to the
gospel ministry. However, also noted is the fact that in many instances these same church
leaders and laity who affirm the call of women in black Baptist denominations, continue
to restrict them from the pastoral office.
One has to question why, in the twenty-first century black Baptist churches are
still questioning women’s roles in the church, especially the role of senior pastor. A broad
reading of the literature suggests that these questions are partly influenced by the
continuing impact of the patriarchal society in which the Bible was written and the way
in which texts such as 1 Timothy 2:11-15 and 1 Corinthians 14:33b-35 have historically
been read and (mis)interpreted (Carpenter 16, 176; Lincoln and Mamiya 294; D. K.
Williams 44-46).
My years of observing the Black Church as a Bible teacher, minister, and as a
Christian, along with observations by many scholars and the results of many studies,
support claims that nonsupport of clergywomen including their ability to gain access to
the role of senior pastor and the praxis of using Scripture to support sexism is particularly
noticeable in churches who are members of the three largest black Baptist denominations
(Carpenter 155; Lincoln and Mamiya 291;Wiggins 112-40). The three largest black
Baptist denominations are (1) the National Baptist U.S.A., Inc. (NBCUSA), (2) the
National Baptist Convention of America, Unincorporated (NBCA), and (3) the
Progressive National Baptist Convention (PNBC; Lincoln and Mamiya 286-87). If these
autonomous black Baptist congregations are going to be able to make decisions to call
pastors without gender being a factor, thereby increasing the number of female senior
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pastors, then several issues must be addressed. These issues include but are not limited to
(1) the history of patriarchy and its influence on biblical interpretation (2) the issue of
(mis)interpretation of Scripture and its traditional understanding as it relates to women’s
roles in the church, and (3) the extension of the ideology of liberation theology that
extends beyond race as the only issue of marginalization.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to examine the attitudes of church laity and female
clerics regarding the role and function of clergywomen and the effect those attitudes have
upon ministry and vocational mobility of clergywomen, including their ability to gain
access to the role of senior pastor in black Baptist churches that are members of the
National Baptist Convention USA, Inc., the National Baptist Convention of America, and
the Progressive National Baptist Convention in Davidson County in Nashville,
Tennessee.
In the autonomous black Baptist church, the laity set the criteria for the role of the
senior pastor based on their perceived needs. Additionally, this study identified factors
such as how the (mis)interpretation of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 and 1 Corinthians 14:33b-35
shaped understanding and subsequent consideration and/or call of clergywomen to the
role of senior pastor. These factors provided information to congregations needed to
increase gender equity and the presence of black clergywomen in the role of senior pastor
in black Baptist churches.
Research Questions
Three primary research questions guided the extent of this study in order to fulfill
its purpose.
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1. What are the attitudes of clergywomen regarding their role in black Baptist
churches that are members of the NBCUSA, the NBCA, and the PNBC in Davidson
County, Nashville, Tennessee?
2. What are the attitudes of laypersons regarding clergywomen in the Black
Baptist churches that are members of the NBCUSA, the NBCA, and the PNBC in
Davidson County, Nashville, Tennessee?
3. What effect have clergywomen’s and laypersons’ attitudes regarding the role of
clergywomen had on the ministry and vocational mobility of clergywomen, including
their ability to gain access to the position of senior pastor?
Definition of Terms
In this study, several terms require definition.
The Black Church
The term Black Church denotes the collective reality of black Christianity across
denominational lines as a type of sociological and theological shorthand reference to the
pluralism of black Christian churches in the United States. The seven historic churches
included in this definition are the African Methodist Episcopal Church, African
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, National
Baptist, Incorporated, National Baptist Convention of America Unincorporated, and the
Progressive National Baptist Convention. In general, any black Christian person is
included in the Black Church if he or she is a member of a black congregation (Lincoln
and Mamiya 1; Wiggins 1-2).
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Black Baptist Denominations
Not to cast any disparities, to dismiss or ignore the rich diversity that makes up
the Black Church, I have chosen, for the sake of this study, to focus on the major historic
black Baptist denominations: the National Baptist, Inc., the National Baptist Convention
of America, Unincorporated, and the Progressive National Baptist Convention. These
three are the largest of the black Baptist denominations (Lincoln and Mamiya 21). Along
with the Lott Carey Baptist Foreign Mission Convention, these black Baptist
denominations share a common ancestry and are the principal focuses of Baptist
development (21). Among these denominations exists a theological union that relates to
the issues of women in ministry and, more specifically, to women in the senior pastoral
role. Additionally, certain passages of Scripture related to women’s roles in the church
have also been historically and consistently interpreted in a particular manner.
Senior Pastor
The term senior pastor in this project refers to the official ordained leader sent by
God and hired by the congregation of a local church. Among major black denominations,
a distinction is usually made between pastors and preachers (Lincoln and Mamiya 292).
Many black Baptist churches have associate ministers who may or may not be ordained.
Some associates serve as assistant pastors and carry the title pastor if they are over a
particular ministry (e.g., youth pastor). In these churches, the adjective senior is applied
to the pastoral title to denote the primary leader.
Clergywoman
The term clergywoman in this project either is a woman who is in the process of
discerning a call to ministry or who is already licensed and/or ordained.
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Methodology
A descriptive study consisting of nonexperimental quantitative research and
ethnographic research resulting in an explanatory mixed methods design was conducted.
The research utilized two instruments to implement the field research. A semi-structured
interview in a focus group setting was designed to describe clergywomen’s perception of
the impact of how their own attitudes and that of laity affects their ministry and
vocational mobility, including their ability to gain access the role of senior pastor. The
nonexperimental quantitative research utilized a congregational survey to measure the
attitudes laypersons and female clerics have toward the role and function of clergywomen
in the church.
Participants
The participants completing the congregational survey consisted of forty-three
adult male and female laity, whose average age ranged from 31 to72. The participants in
the focus group portion of this study consisted of nine clergywomen who were either
licensed or ordained, were an average age of 41.6, and had an average tenure in ministry
of 10.6 years. Participants of both the focus group as the congregational questionnaire
were all from churches that are members of one of the three largest black Baptist
conventions: NBCUSA, NBCA, or PNBC in Davidson County, Nashville, Tennessee.
Instrumentation
An ethnographic research utilizing a semi-structured interview protocol consisting
of twenty-five open and closed items was conducted with a focus group of clergywomen
to analyze and describe the impact of their own attitudes and that of laity on their
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ministry and vocational mobility and their ability to gain access to the position of senior
pastor.
Additionally, a researcher-designed self-administered congregational survey
consisting of twenty-eight open and closed items sought to describe the attitudes of laity
and female clerics toward clergywomen and the impact of those attitudes upon the
ministry and vocational mobility of clergywomen, including their ability to gain access to
the role of senior pastor.
Data Collection
To complete the first part of data collection for this study, I extended an invitation
via e-mail to twelve randomly selected clergywomen who are members of the National
Consortium of Black Women in Ministry, Nashville Chapter, inviting them to participate
in the four-hour focus group meeting. Nine clergywomen were able to attend the focus
group meeting that was held at Fifteenth Avenue Baptist Church in Nashville, Tennessee,
on Saturday, 21 June 2008. A nonparticipating recorder audiotaped and documented the
focus group discussion with the permission of the participants.
The transcription and analysis of the focus group discussion and questionnaire
was completed by a select group of people who did not participate in the focus group.
Members of my research reflection team assisted me in transcribing the audiotaped
discussion from the focus group in order to provide verbatim records of the answers and
comments given by the clergywomen. A copy of the Black Baptist Laity Attitude toward
Women Clergy Questionnaire can be found in Appendix D.
To complete the second part of data collection, five randomly selected pastors
with whom I serve in the Interdenominational Ministers Fellowship received a personal
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invitation from me for laity of their churches to participate in this study as well as twenty
other randomly selected churches. I distributed one-hundred surveys to twenty-five
churches (each church received four surveys) belonging to the named black Baptist
denominations. The surveys were mailed or hand delivered to the lead volunteers
identified by the pastors as the point persons. The introductory letter distributed with the
surveys requested that an announcement be placed in the Sunday bulletin, newsletter, or
other communication inviting the laity to participate in this study. When people made
known their desire to participate, the volunteer laity then randomly distributed surveys to
four adult laity members. The surveys included a self-addressed, stamped envelope and a
cover letter explaining the study. One week prior to the 30 June deadline and one week
after the deadline, the lead volunteers received a reminder phone call or e-mail asking
them to encourage participants to return the surveys.
Delimitations and Generalizability
In order to maintain a manageable level, I considered only member churches
belonging to the three largest black Baptist denominations residing in Davidson County,
Nashville, Tennessee. Included in the study are five Baptist churches belonging to these
three denominations whose pastors are members of the local organization, the
Interdenominational Ministers Fellowship (of which I am a member) and five other
churches randomly selected churches for a total of twenty churches. The study was
further delimited by the random selection of thirty-five laity from each denomination to
complete the laity survey and three clergywomen from each denomination to participate
in the focus group discussion.
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Factors that have affected this study included the various contextual factors of the
responders including age, gender, and the subjective nature of biblical interpretation. The
church demographics examined were the age and educational level of the senior pastor,
size of the membership, historical age of the church, and the average age of the
congregation. Pertinent factors that have affected clergywomen’s responses were the
length of time they have been in ministry, the amount of theological education or lack
thereof, and their life experiences.
This descriptive study did not intend to imply that laywomen in black Baptist
denominations were not affected by some if not all of the same attitudes among laity
toward clergywomen. Rather, the intent was to learn more about how the attitudes of laity
and the attitudes of the female clerics themselves affect the ministry, vocation, and
mobility of clergywomen.
Despite these limitations, this study provided a good description of the attitudes of
both laity and clergywomen toward the role and function of clergywomen in black
Baptist denominations and the impact those attitudes had upon the ministry and
vocational mobility of clergywomen and their ability to gain access to the role of senior
pastor.
Biblical and Theological Foundations
As in many areas of society and in many cultures, over the centuries, males have
predominately been allowed to answer the call from God to lead the Christian Church and
share the gospel message. To date, much ambiguity remains about women answering the
call from God and, subsequently being ordained into the gospel ministry, as well as
hesitancy for appointment to various leadership and authoritative roles. The issue of
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women in ministry crosses racial and ethnic lines; it crosses denominational and national
boundaries. This issue is both biblical and social in nature (Barnes 371-87; Riggs 44-55).
Foundational to this study is the belief that Genesis 1-2 teaches equality in the
kingdom of God. From the beginning, God established oneness. Both male and female
participated in the ministries of two mandates given by God. The mandates to be fruitful
and multiply and to exercise rulership and authority over all of creation were given
without any difference of roles. In terms of hierarchy, God ordained humanity over
animals, fish, fowl, and vegetation. Neither the Fall of humankind nor its consequences
were the will or intent of God. The Fall allowed sin to enter God’s created work. The
consequences of the Fall (sin) were not the work of God but the work of Satan (Dorian
65-73).
Additionally, equality between men and women existed not only at the time of
creation but continues as Jesus calls both men and women to follow him to establish the
kingdom of God on earth. To that end, all persons had the responsibility of living out this
call in the service of the Church. The Church, as Christ’s representative, was to provide a
nurturing environment, which allowed for spiritual growth and opportunities for service
for all the family of God (Dorian 71-73).
The records of the ministry of Jesus are full of contacts with the outcast and
unrespectable and, in particular, include many encounters with women. The Gospels
paint a picture of Jesus treating women as deserving of his attention on a par with men.
Women in the ministry of Jesus are not passive recipients of his miraculous power and
his pastoral care (e.g., Mark 1:29-31; 5:21-14; Luke 7:36-50; 13:11-17) but on occasion
were engaged in serious theological dialogue (Matt. 15:21-28; John 4:7-29; France 77).
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In the twenty-first century, sexism continues to undermine and destroy a vision of
gender justice and gender equality. Sexism like racism is built on a faulty image of God.
Faulty images of God result in hegemonic structures and narrow theologies, which
strengthen attitudes of female inferiority. Attitudes of female inferiority based on gender
with no regard to intellect, ability, skill, gifts, or graces are the result of sexism. The
praxis of sexism in the Church disallows full participation of women in the kingdom of
God, co-opts the very agenda of God, and leaves the Church in a state of ill health (Riggs
87).
Unmistakably, the New Testament teaches that men and women are equally gifted
by the Spirit. Men are not favored over women in the distribution of spiritual gifts,
including those gifts that qualify believers for ministry leadership positions. Furthermore,
the Spirit of God did not discriminate among the sexes on the day of Pentecost when all
were filled with the Holy Ghost (Acts 2:1-4). The New Testament teaches that the gifts
are given by the Holy Spirit for the edification of the people and the building up of the
kingdom of God (Eph. 4:7-12). Not only in the pastoral letter to the “saints at Ephesus”
(gender inclusive) but throughout the New Testament writings, overwhelming support for
the concept that all believers are endowed with spiritual gifts and are therefore called into
ministry without regard of gender is documented (Dorian 71-86; Riggs 108-12).
If biblical support for inequality and the exclusion of roughly one-half of the
population were justified, surely, the apostle Paul who was zealous in a commitment to
the formation of the ekklēsia would have documented such. Participants in the ekklēsia
met in the homes of fellow believers (single and widowed women and married couples)
for worship, edification, and sharing of ritual meals. The New Testament Church, a
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community of persons called together by the gospel, was inclusive. Paul’s use of kinship
language (i.e., “brothers” and “sisters”) to refer to fellow Christians indicates that the
ekklēsia provided one with a new sense of identity. When a person joined the ekklēsia
and began living in Christ, he or she did not simply enter into an individual relationship
with Christ but also joined a new community, even a new family (Braxton 16). As
members of the ekklēsia, divinely gifted men and women each have responsibility in the
church and for the world (Dorian 116, 143). In her study, Wendy Cotter makes a
compelling case for women being celebrated and given leadership in the ekklēsia. Paul’s
letters identify at least six women who functioned in significant leadership roles: Apphia
(Philem. 2); Chloe (1 Cor. 1:11); Prisca (1 Cor. 16:19; Rom.16:3-4); Euodia and
Syntyche (Phil. 4:2); and, Phoebe (Rom.16:1-2). Paul, in all likelihood, depended on the
financial generosity of various well-to-do women for the sustenance of his churches
(Cotter 350-72). Paul placed women in crucial ministries of the church such as preaching
(1 Cor. 11:1-16). Chloe might have been a patron of Paul and the Corinthian
congregation, supplying some of their financial needs. Luke mentions Lydia’s financial
patronage of Paul (Acts 16:11-40). “Patronage was a good way for a woman to gain
status and honor for herself and her family. Where money was concerned, gender rarely
was (or for that matter, ever has been) an issue” (Belleville, Women Leaders 50).
The controversy regarding God’s call of women and their place in the church has
resulted in the church engaging in a discriminatory practice that creates division among
the body of Christ and in no way characterizes God who divinely calls and chooses
whom God wills. A (mis)reading of the Bible’s description of a first-century culture and
confusing it by assigning that description as God’s prescription for kingdom living has
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fueled this controversy. A careful reading of the Bible reveals that God routinely called
and raised ordinary men and women to serve him and to lead his people. Christ came to
free all oppressed people, women as well as men. Throughout his ministry, Jesus is seen
defending and lifting those who others put down (Flake 17). If the Church is to be true to
its mission, it can afford to do no less.
Overview of the Study
Chapter 2 reviews selected literature and pertinent research. Chapter 2 also
includes a definition of significant and appropriate themes derived from current literature.
Chapter 3 presents a detailed explanation of the project’s design, the research
methods, and methods of analysis.
Chapter 4 presents the findings of the study.
Chapter 5 discusses the findings of the study and the practical applications that
flow out of the research. This chapter offers suggestions for further inquiry and study.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Gender discrimination undermines the teaching and praxis of Christianity and
results in the oppression and subjugation of women. Black Baptist denominations
continue to practice gender exclusion refusing to speak out in support of women clergy
making room for their gifts and callings. The practice of exclusivity has led to gender
discrimination praxis that is a contradiction of the black liberation theology espoused by
the Black Church. The practice of exclusivity has also negatively impacted the ministry
of clergy women.
The purpose of this study was to examine the attitudes of church laity and female
clerics regarding the role and function of clergywomen and, the effect those attitudes
have upon ministry and vocational mobility of clergywomen including their ability to
gain access to the role of senior pastor in black Baptist churches that are members of the
National Baptist Convention USA, Inc., the National Baptist Convention of America, and
the Progressive National Baptist Convention, in Davidson County in Nashville,
Tennessee.
Although women in the United States have civil freedom, equal rights in the
workplace, and full protection of the law, many churches continue to deny women equal
rights and full participation in the life of the church. Doors of opportunity for leadership
have been shut. Women who believe that God has given them gifts of leadership,
prophecy, pastoring, or preaching are told they are mistaken and misguided (Grady, 25
Tough Questions viii).
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Much has been written in the area of gender roles since the emergence of the
women’s suffrage movement. It was a long hard battle begun in the nineteenth-century,
ending over eighty years ago. A wide variety of responses to the continuing debate over
the value and role of women, in particular within society and especially within the home
and the church, are documented especially in the feminist movement, and in feminist and
womanist theology (Belleville, Women Leaders 15).
Review of the literature suggests varieties of issues that negatively affect and
ultimately impact the ministry and vocational mobility of clergywomen, including their
ability to gain access to the role of senior pastor. The issues are multitudinous and not
completely addressed in this study. This research examined those issues of particular
importance as they relate to the ministry and vocational mobility of clergywomen.
A recent newspaper article suggests that despite gains, working women still face
economic obstacles. Over one-half or 51 percent of the world’s population is made up of
women, 54 percent of American voters are women, yet women earn less than men do,
and minorities earn even less. Carla Riley was making $5.15 an hour at a copier repair
office where she worked as the office manager for a crew of “guys who weren’t doing a
lot more than me” (Cruz 23A). The men were paid $12.00 an hour. The issue that Carla
faced, known as the wage gap, is not that unusual:
The wage gap is costing women between $700,000 and $2 million over
the course of their lifetime, according to the National Committee on Pay
Equity. At a time when Senator Hillary Clinton is a presidential
frontrunner, more women than men are still earning 77 cents for every
dollar a man makes on average. (23A)
Gender discrimination practices abound in many areas of today’s culture and have
devastating effects on the quality of life for over one-half of this world’s population.
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In many facets of society, gender gaps have been narrowing. Condoleezza Rice
became the sixty-six Secretary of State on 26 January 2005. Nancy Pelosi was elected
House Speaker. Harvard University named its first female president, and Hilliary Clinton
sought to shatter the highest glass ceiling of them all as she campaigned for election as
the first female commander in chief during the 2008 presidential campaign. Katie Couric
is sitting in the chair of the venerated Walter Cronkite. Women are CEOs of PepsiCo,
Xerox, and eBay, and one-third of wives now earn more than their husbands (Cruz 23A).
The good news from the world perspective is the fact that women are gaining
access to areas once closed to them. The bad news, however, is that the world of religion
seems to be stuck in the past where women are concerned (O. Thomas 13A). While not
always acknowledged, is a well-known fact that while most of the religious work as well
as support of the institutional church has been done by women, leadership of religious
organizations has been for hundreds of years dominated by males. Literature replete with
women who blazed the trail reveals a rich record of women who were placed in authority
by God, who are strong female leaders. In fact, black women have greatly influenced the
direction, role, and leadership of the Black Church in social issues and action affecting
the development and progress of African-Americans in the United States since the days
of enslavement.
The eligibility of women for the ordained ministry, including their ability to gain
access to the role of senior pastor, has been and remains a contentious issue across the
length and breadth of the Christian Church. A study of black women in ministry would
not be complete without mentioning a few of the lesser known predecessor laywomen,
preachers, and pastors.
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Eighteenth and Nineteenth-Century Black Women in Ministry
Many courageous women paved the way for women in ministry today. A few
examples of women who struggled to answer God’s call on their lives follow:
•

Jarena Lee (1783-185?) asked, “[W]hy should it be thought impossible,…

improper for a woman to preach? Seeing the Savior died for the woman as well as for the
man. If the man may preach, because the Savior died for him, why not the woman?”
(Thomas 11). She put forth the first official challenge to the restrictions on women
preachers in a black denomination. After being told by Rev. Richard Allen that the Bible
made no provision for women to preach, she became the first female preacher in the
A.M.E. Church although she was never sanctioned by the denomination with full
ordination (Andrews 44-48; Lincoln and Mamiya 279; McKenzie 32).
•

Sojourner Truth (1797-1883), famous black Methodist preacher and

abolitionist, delivered the classic speech, “Ain’t I a Woman?” that criticized the views of
men and of white women for neglecting the plight of black women (Foner 103; Lincoln
and Mamiya 282).
•

Maria Stewart (1803-79) preached against slavery and taught pride and self-help

among blacks. She spoke out on behalf of black women and criticized the male clergy for
crying “Peace, peace when there was no peace” (Riggs 55-59; Delores Williams 41-42).
•

Harriet Tubman (1823-1913), called the “Moses” of her people, was a courageous

and outspoken leader (Lincoln and Mamiya 282).
•

Pauli Murray (1910-1985), after many years as an Episcopal laywoman, was
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granted ordination toward the end of her life. A lifelong activist, she advocated for
women’s rights. Her encounters with racism and sexism convinced her of the need to
fight discrimination in every form (McKenzie 37).
Twentieth-Century Black Women in Ministry
Pointing the way to a more just society, twentieth-century women continued the
struggle against gender inequality in the church and society. Examples of a few
twentieth-century pioneers are as follows:
•

Nannie Helen Burroughs (1883-1961), a laywoman, founded the first Girl’s

Literary Society of public high schools. In 1906, she encouraged churches to establish
Woman’s Day observances. The observance continues today in many black churches,
now known as Women’s Day. Women’s Day is significant because as the day a year
when the church calls for women both clergy and lay to “speak.” At present, in many
black congregations, Women’s Day is the only time they hear a woman’s voice. Even
then, the speakers in many churches must do so from the floor because being in the pulpit
would elevate them above the men. Inviting ordained or licensed clergywomen (lady
preacher) to speak on Women’s Day rather than only inviting laywomen is more common
within the past four decades or so. (Riggs 60-61; Higginbotham 150-153).
•

Dr. Olivia B. Stokes was the first black woman to earn a doctorate in Christian

education from Columbia University in 1952.
•

Leontyne Kelly was the first black woman bishop in the United Methodist

Church (Lincoln and Mamiya 300).
•

Violet Fisher, Linda Lee, and Beverly Shamana were all elevated to bishop in

the United Methodist Church in 2000.
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•

Vashti M. McKenzie was elected the first female bishop in the A.M.E. Church

and first black female bishop in the Black Church in 2000.
For many women, including some of those listed above, if they could not become
preachers, they were motivated and felt called to teach. The vocation of education
attracted them because the needs of the black community were great (Lincoln and
Mamiya 283).
In terms of pay equity, the church is not doing as well as society in this matter. In
2000, the findings of the National Association of Church Business Administration in
Richardson, Texas, appear in an article in the Washington Post. These findings suggest
that black clergywomen are severely underpaid. Interestingly, the national average for the
male senior pastor’s salary was $63,940; the associate/executive pastor’s was $48,338;
the youth pastor’s salary was $39,406; the minister of music’s salary was $50,824; the
minister of Christian education’s salary was $48,338; and, the pastoral care minister’s
salary was $47,074 (Broadway B09). The average salary earned by women from ministry
related jobs is between $20,000 and $29,999. The significance of these salary ranges is
supported in Carpenter’s research that showed that 50 percent of seventy-nine identified
ministry related jobs are paid between $20,000 and $40,000. The church needs to explore
the problem of pay inequity further and develop strategies for educating congregations
not only about the cost of leadership but about fairness and equity (Carpenter 152-53).
Arguments for affirming and/or ordaining women to the ministry come from the
biblical and Patristic era, but most importantly from the present. The Pauline letters that
addressed problems in specific churches with regard to women ministers, reveal that
women played an important part in the primitive church as well as in the Patristic era. In
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some denominations, the office of ordained ministry has always been closed to women.
Only within recent decades have women been admitted into the leadership of many
religious groups. In others, access to clergy and other leadership roles is still being
contested (Zikmund, Lummis, and Chang 2-3; Lincoln and Mamiya 274-307). The issue
of affirming and ordaining women to the ministry is not a peripheral or academic issue in
the church but is fundamentally a biblical and social one. A biblical case for the male
species more accurately representing God simply cannot be made, anymore than a
biblical or social case for blacks being inferior to whites can be. The short poem of
Genesis 1:27 reads, “[S]o, God created humankind in His image, in the image of God He
created them; male and female He created them” (NIV). This passage makes two claims:
first, that all humans are made in the image of God, and second, that all humans are male
or female.
Sexism is pervasive in society and is manifested in the church. As women enter
ministry in large numbers, they find the same sexism that exists in society also exists in
the church. Although women have been a part of the church’s story from the beginning,
the attempt to change a hierarchical power structure such as sexism is almost impossible.
The usual arguments for excluding women from the ministry on the basis of
gender are culturally conditioned and no longer speak to today’s needs; however, the
basis of these arguments against women in ministry continue to influence the church’s
attitude strongly toward clergywomen. While not exhaustive, following are a few of the
tenets that negatively influence attitudes toward women in society and clergywomen in
particular.
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Patriarchy
Of nine potential problems listed on the survey sent out to those in the National
Council of Churches Justice for Women network, the underestimation of patriarchy was
the most cited limitation (68 percent) of the women’s movement in churches over the last
thirty years. The survey sample was predominantly Anglo, heterosexual women, age fifty
and older, who attend church at least “almost every week.” Patriarchy, defined as, “where
men rule,” has and continues to influence attitudes toward women in society (Bailey 1).
In Western culture, the Bible, formed in ancient Mediterranean patriarchal
societies, has provided the single most important rationale for the oppression of women.
Worth noting is the idea that when one looks at the very foundation of Western society in
terms of gender relations, the culture’s philosophies, beliefs, and practices in terms of
law, family, sexual mores, and religion are derived from the Bible. Produced in this
patriarchy, that is, the manifestation and institutionalization of male dominance over
women and children, it is not remarkable or unexpected that the content of the Bible
would express the view that men are superior to women and women are the property of
men (Milne 47-73).
The term patriarchy is derived from Greco-Roman law in which the male head of
the household had absolute power over all other members of the household. Attitudes
about women’s roles in society are deeply rooted in written and oral history passed from
ancient Greek and Roman literature. The stories of Homer, a poet who wrote eight
hundred years before Christ, were passed on as legends for centuries. These stories
became the foundation for all that the Greeks believed about themselves, their gods, and
all of existence, including women. Homer demonstrated how women were the cause of
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all conflict and suffering, had no value, and were merely possessions to be won and
owned. Greek mythology taught that women were created by Zeus as a curse against the
human race, and prior to offending the gods, women were male (Cunningham, Hamilton,
and Rogers 73-76).
The Greeks define masculinity as equaled to humanity through the male
genitalia. They associated honor with sexual prowess to the degree that orgies were
rampant and homosexual relations with young boys were highly regarded (Torjesen 18088). On the other hand, women were associated with shame and were viewed strictly as
male possessions for usage that had to be endured as the unfortunate necessary means of
procreation. Because men were honorable, they could be separated from their sexuality
and carry on public business and political activity, whereas women were sexual in any
sphere because of their being the curse of men. To be a woman meant to carry shame
everywhere, and private life was the only sphere in which her taint could be
endured. From this philosophy evolved the assumption that public life was male, and
private life was female. Any woman who held a public office was deemed unchaste and
was seen as attempting to establish sexual independence. A woman’s sexuality was a
male possession, and a sexually independent woman was a threat to every man’s
authority (12, 40, 113-15). The primary responsibilities of the Greek wife were to bear
and raise children and to contribute to the self-sufficiency of the household by spinning
thread and weaving cloth for use in the home. The “distaff” became a symbol of the
dedicated housewife in Greek times (Belleville, Women Leaders 88). Such philosophies
pervaded society and may have greatly influenced authors of the Bible, including the
apostle Paul.
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Prior to the conversion of Emperor Constantine, persecution and the fact that
Christians “conceived themselves explicitly as an alternative family or household”
(Torjesen 126) meant that the church functioned as a private institution. Christians
confined worship primarily to meeting in homes where women in leadership was not an
issue (126-27). “The fact that there were laws forbidding women to preach indicates that
there were preaching women who needed to be silenced” (Malone 33). The little else that
is known about women in the early Church has been gleaned from epitaphs on
tombstones, from artwork, and from what the Church fathers wrote about them. Some
evidence from these entities suggests that women held positions of authority in the
church and were exegetes, including women bishops in Egypt and women presbyters in
Sicily and Greece. An ancient mosaic in Rome names a Bishop Theodora (Torjesen 910). Another woman, Melania the Elder, was dubbed a “female man of God” by her
Christian brothers on account of her learnedness (Malone 148).The last of the apostles
did not live much beyond the beginning of the AD second century, and with their demise,
women in church leadership seem to have disappeared along with them (101).
In addition to the influence of the Greek understanding and subsequent treatment
of women, the traditional understanding of Scripture held by the early Church fathers also
led to a very negative view of women.
The campaign to eject women from ministry that began with the philosophies of
the Church fathers in the third century transitioned into ecclesiastical legislation during
the fourth century when the Council of Nicea in AD 325 banned women from the clergy
(Malone 125). By the end of the fifth century, the only option for formal ecclesiastical
service for women was celibate life as a nun or a masochistic ascetic. Undaunted, women
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determined to follow the call to ministry flocked to monasteries and convents, often
defying their families. Sadly, to make the situation for women worse, the evolving allmale church leadership came to believe the fathers had so thoroughly summarized
Christian theology that their writings superseded the authority of Scripture. Such beliefs
negated the necessity of reading Scripture altogether and granted the church license to do
whatever it wanted. In time, the Father’s authority was conferred on the Pope as
infallibility (125).
The early Church fathers, Augustine, Tertullian, and Chrysostom, along with
Thomas Aquinas and other medieval theologians the Church perpetuated the patriarchal
structures of the medieval church (Dorian 148-56; Kroeger and Beck 34). This pattern is
seen even today as their influence continues in the twenty-first century Church, especially
in terms of its treatment of women. Thomas Aquinas argued that women were inferior,
dependent, dominated by sexual appetites, and unfit for any important role in society or
in the church. Aquinas, along with other medieval male theologians interpreting Scripture
through a patriarchal lens, argued that women should be subordinate and submissive to
men in virtually all matters. The implications of such views meant that women were often
demeaned, harassed, and abused, denigrated as completely inferior (Tucker and Liefield
164-65).
A close reading of the Bible reveals that patriarchy upheld by the Greco-Roman
worldview was never the plan of God. This worldview greatly influenced the authors and
editors of the biblical text and, subsequently, the early Church father’s interpretation of
those Scriptures. Questionable presuppositions, faulty logic, and (mis)interpretation
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undergirded patriarchy as a way for the sexes to relate to one another in the fellowship of
the Church and in the culture and society that served as the context for the biblical text.
Equality
In full recognition of the complexity of the exegetical and hermeneutical issues
relevant to women’s roles in the church, evidence suggest that just as the Bible does not
support the degradation and dehumanization of the oppressive realities of slavery, neither
does it support the subordination and subjugation of women based on the hierarchy of
creation. In the opening pages of the Bible, a decisive affirmation regarding women is
found, one that sets forth clearly the beauty, worth, dignity, and equality of women. “And
God created man in His own image, in the image of God He created him; male and
female He created them” (Gen 1:27). God created all human beings in his own image.
“God saw all that He had made, and behold, it was very good” (1:31). In this first chapter
of Genesis, the story of creation, female and male are created as one and given equal
responsibility for dominion over the rest of creation. Creation as told in this chapter
emphasizes an integrate creation of male and female, both depicted as having been
created in the image of God.
In the latter part of the second chapter of Genesis (vv. 18-25), the need of male
and female for each other is stated. Both male and female have their origin in one flesh
and are brought together to become one flesh in a new sense. Marriage confirms that man
and woman are correlatives of the same kind and are equally necessary in God's social
and historical purpose (Evans 17).
Equality in Genesis extends to the third chapter in which God pronounces Adam
and Eve’s sin and describes the consequences of the sin. “The account of humankind’s
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fall in Genesis 3 makes clear the dignity and responsibility of the woman. She has been
given freedom no less than the man to choose to obey or disobey God” (Evans 17-18).
Given the case for equality present at the time of creation, unequivocally, the Bible does
not institute, undergird, or teach patriarchy. God designed women to have a role and to be
full participates in the kingdom.
The Bible does not teach that men are more valuable than women or that a woman
derives her values from her attachment to a man. The Bible makes clear that women have
intrinsic value in the sight of God, even apart from their attachment to men (Grady, 25
Tough Questions 73). The oppression and un-Christlike treatment of women in the
Church and toward clergywomen and their suffering over the centuries is not a result of
God’s authorization it but a result of the (mis)interpretation of the consequence of the
curse of sin, which Jesus later defeats on the cross (Gen. 3:16).
Before turning to the specific principles of scriptural interpretation that relate
directly to the role of women in the body of Christ, the background, role, and influence of
women in the sweep of Old and New Testament biblical history and tradition should be
kept in mind. This review is not meant to be exhaustive. I have sought here to highlight
and summarize what God has said about women and how he has used women in his
historical and eternal purposes.
Old Testament Equality
The contribution of women to the growth and development of their society and
religious life emerges from a variety of sources including the Bible and other writings
considered sacred by various religious groups. History often interprets women as the
weaker gender or even the lesser sex (McKenzie 2). The Bible and history of
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interpretation give a similar portrait, yet neither the Bible nor history denies that women
have contributed much to their societies and the growth of the church (Ruether and
McLaughlin, Women of Spirit 16-20). Inferiority, unsuitability, or unacceptability were
reasons given for having far fewer women leaders than their male counterparts. The
notion that female leadership is wrong is unsupported in the Old Testament (Belleville,
Women Leaders 46). Gerda Lerner is critical of feminist biblical scholars such as Phyllis
Trible, Phyllis Bird, and John Otwell for trying to “balance the overwhelming evidence
of patriarchal domination [in the Bible] by citing examples of a few female heroic figures
or women who take independent action of one sort or another” (168). Such examples in
Lerner’s opinion are insufficient to prove that women had either a high status or a status
equal to men in biblical tradition (168-76). I, however, have found that a good rule to
apply in terms of biblical interpretation and hermeneutics is always to examine not only
the immediate historical context in which a passage was written but also the wider
biblical historical context and extra biblical historical context of the subject matter that
informs the text of study.
A careful reading of the Bible, which takes into account both the immediate
historical context as well as the wider biblical context and extra biblical historical context
of women in leadership roles, reveals that God routinely called and raised ordinary men
and women to serve him and to lead his people. The Old Testament reveals a rich record
of women who were placed in authority by God, who are strong female leaders. A few
examples follow:
•

Miriam—a leader and prophetess who spoke for God, representing the
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authority of God to the people in the same way Moses did (Exodus 15:20, and Micah
6:4).
•

Deborah—a leader and the only judge to also hold the respected position of a

prophet, other than Samuel. She is also called, “a mother in Israel.” Clearly, Deborah was
able to serve as a godly leader without losing her femininity. Deborah’s leadership
resulted in military victory for Israel and there was peace in the land for forty years. (Jud.
4-5).
•

Jael—the woman who killed Sisera (a warrior who compromised her family

and safety) by driving a tent stake through his head (Jud. 4- 5).
•

Ruth—participated in the Christ bloodline. In spite of great personal risk, she

followed Naomi’s guidance and in doing so was led to Boaz with whom she had Obed,
father of Jesse, father of David (Matthew 1: 5-6).
•

Abigal—interceded with David, saving her husband Nabal and their entire

household and servants (1 Samuel 25).
•

Huldah—a prophetess whose counsel as a faithful follower of God, was

sought by Hilkaiah the priest to speak for God (2 Kings 22:14; 2 Chronicles 34:22).
•

Esther—saved the Israelites in captivity from destruction thereby preserving

the Christ-line and paved the way for the rebuilding of Jerusalem (Esther).
•

Jochebed—deceived Pharaoh’s daughter and preserved Moses’ life (Exod.

2:1-10).
•

Rahab—sheltered Israelite spies and as a result her Gentile family was

brought into the nation of Israel and into the genealogy of Christ (Josh. 2) (Grady, 10
Lies the Church Tells Women 36-40)
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This list is not exhaustive but only a representation of the women in positions of authority
in the Bible. A number of women in the Bible though not publicly recognized as such,
were quite clearly power brokers. The persuasive argument of the daughters of Zelophad
resulted in women’s rights to inherit property and it rivals the finest legal argumentation
today (Num. 36:1-13). Shiphrah and Puah, the Hebrew midwives, refused to do what the
Egyptian king commanded and let the boys live, saving the future bloodline of Israel.
Examples in the Old Testament when God called women reveal that their
obedience was continually required them to move beyond the boundaries of their
culture’s customary roles for women. The women’s obedience consistently facilitated
Israel’s rescue, and altered the course of biblical history. The examples show that even in
a patriarchic society, women refused to languish in an oppressive environment, giving in
to the rules of society, and not obeying the call of God simply because of fear or because
of their gender.
New Testament Equality
Christ designed his Church to be universal throughout the world. In the Church of
Jesus Christ, neither race, socioeconomic status, tradition, nor gender either qualifies or
disqualifies persons for salvation. All persons must meet the same qualifications to be
saved, baptized, sanctified, and eventually glorified. Qualifications for service and
leadership are not based on anything but the gifts the Holy Spirit gives to whom the Spirit
wills.
Jesus and Women
During his ministry, Jesus gave his life to empower and liberate all who were
oppressed, including women. “In first century Israel, Jesus’ words and actions were
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controversial, provocative, even revolutionary” (Cunningham, Hamilton, and Rogers
111). Although Jesus modeled a revolutionary new paradigm of empowerment by
affirming women as coheirs of God’s grace, the Church throughout the centuries has not
adopted his perspective of gender equality. The gospel narratives describe Christ’s radical
acts of liberating women. Tragically, since the earliest days of the New Testament
Church, the tradition of patriarchy has negatively influenced attitudes toward women in
society and in the Church. Patriarchy was never the plan of God, and the gospel of good
news was never intended to restrain women from pursuing full participation in the
kingdom of God.
The Gospels paint a picture of Jesus’ disregard and sometimes violation of the
patriarchal traditions of his time and the respect with which he treated women.
Revolutionary actions by Jesus were not well received by the righteous synagogue
leaders, the Pharisees. In his hometown of Nazareth in his first sermon delivered in the
synagogue, Jesus preached freedom from oppression (Luke 4:18-19). Jesus’
emancipating call to women to step out of their culturally gendered roles and into
ministry was entirely in keeping with the Old Testament (Cunningham, Hamilton, and
Rogers 111).
Jesus came to set men and women free. Women who had been excluded from
society and suffered because of it welcomed Jesus’ message of reversal (Boulding 358).
“The first shall be last and the last shall be first” (Matt. 19:30; Mark 10:31; Luke 3:30).
Trapped in the isolation of a sometimes hostile family, women were responsive to Jesus’
ideas (358).
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Jesus had an inclusive ministry. “Jesus’ mission was not gender biased; it was
gender inclusive; there was no double standard, no exclusion, and no limits on their God
given destiny” (Cunningham, Hamilton, and Rogers 112). Women were welcomed to
listen to Jesus’ teachings and were among his friends and followers. They were the first at
the cradle, last at the cross, and the first at the tomb. Jesus freely conversed with women
and affirmed Mary’s right to listen to him speak the word of God, which was more
important than doing than household chores (Luke 10:42).
Jesus’ ministry revolutionized the lives of women with words and actions that
were radically different, and he did away with double standards. His teaching on
marriage and divorce presupposed that women had rights and responsibilities equal to
men’s (Swindler 173-74). In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus preached against the
practice of men easily divorcing their wives and held men responsible for forcing their
divorced wives into adultery. At that time, illiterate and untrained women only had the
choice to be prostitutes or bond-slaves, whereas their masters had absolute rights over the
female servants’ bodies.
In response to questions posed by the Pharisees concerning divorce, Jesus refers
to Genesis 1:27: “But from the beginning of creation God made them male and female”
(Mark 10:2-12). Jesus argued that men and women have the same origin and, therefore,
should have the same equal rights and obligations. Jesus also highlights the unity and
equality of husband and wife, quoting further from Genesis, “[A]nd the two will become
one flesh” (Gen.2:24; Mark 10:8). Coming against hundreds of years of rabbinical
teaching, in which the right to marry and divorce belonged exclusively to the male, Jesus
does away with the double standard, implying that women are not inferior in any way
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(Cunningham, Hamilton, and Rogers 115). When an adulterous woman was brought to
Jesus to be stoned (John 8:1-11), Jesus saved her life by not applying the Mosaic law but
instead by setting her free, further making a mockery of the double standard in the
Mosaic law. Under the law, both the man and the woman caught in adultery were
supposed to be stoned, but only the woman was brought to Jesus.
Jesus did not exclude women by either word or action. He deliberately chose
words that emphasized his common standing with women and men. In Luke’s gospel
account, Jesus told several parables of men and women, choosing themes that were
familiar to both. When Jesus cleansed the temple (Matt. 21:12-16), he invited the nonIsraelites, the blind, and the lame who had been barred from entering to the inner courts
of the temple, and then the children. When Jesus died on the cross, the curtain of the
temple protecting the Holy of Holies was torn, allowing everyone direct access to God
through the high priest, Jesus (Heb. 4:14, 16). Among Jesus closest friends were a
number to women. These included Mary and Martha of Bethany (Luke 10:38-42; John
11:1-46; 12:1-11) and Mary Magdalene (Luke 8:1-3; John 19:25; 20:1; 2:11-18; Matt.
27:55-56; 28:1).
In response to the argument that Jesus only called men to serve as the twelve
disciples and his example must be followed, Kenneth E. Bailey considers four significant
texts. First, in Acts 9:36, Tabitha (Dorcas) is called mathetria (disciple). Secondly, in
Matthew’s Gospel, Jesus’ family appears and asks to speak with him. Jesus responds to
this request with a question:
“Who is my mother, and who are my brothers?” And pointing to his
disciples, he said, “Here are my mother and my brothers. For whoever
does the will of my Father in heaven is my brother and sister and mother.”
(Matt. 12:46-50)
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Bailey, well acquainted with Middle Eastern culture, says that the cultural context must
be considered:
A speaker who gestures to a crowd of men can say, “Here are my brother,
and uncle and cousin.” He cannot say, “Here are my brother, and sister,
and mother.” The text specially affirms that Jesus is gesturing to “his
disciples” whom he addresses with male and female terms. This
communicates to the reader that the disciples before him were composed
of men and women. (2)
The original hearers would have understood the cultural context of this conversation and
assumed that Jesus was including both men and women.
In the third place, Luke 8:1-3 reports that as “Jesus went through the villages,
preaching, the twelve were with him, and also some women … who provided for them
out of their means.” The women like the men, followed the teachings of Jesus and as his
disciples followed him from town to town. The women financed Jesus’ ministry and the
ministry of the disciples as well.
Fourthly, in Luke 10:28, Jesus enters the house of Martha, and Mary, her sister,
sat at the Lord’s feet listening to his teachings. To sit at the feet of a rabbi meant to
become a disciple of Jesus. Martha, on the other hand, distracted from Jesus’teachings
asked him to send Mary to the kitchen to help her. Bailey contends and I agree that
Martha is upset over the fact that her little sister is seated with the men and has become a
disciple of Rabbi Jesus.
If these passages are not enough evidence for those who oppose women based on
the all male twelve, then the fact that the twelve were all circumcised Jews disqualifying
most of the pastors and priests who raise this argument must be engaged.
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Women were attracted to the good news that Jesus preached, no doubt in part
because of its message of freedom and equality before God in Christ. Based on Jesus’
message, the early Church allowed and encouraged women to learn and to take up
positions of leadership. Martha is not the only woman who may take issue with women
being in a “man’s place.” Because Jesus supports women in leadership, women opposing
other women in leadership positions in the church is preposterous. In the nationwide
survey of the black clergy of 2,150 churches, only sixty-six or 3.7 percent were female.
An estimated fewer than 5 percent of the clergy in the historic black denominations are
female. On the question of whether the clergy approved or disapproved of a woman as
pastor of a church, of the women interviewed, fifty-two (81.5 percent) out of a total of
sixty-four approved of women as pastors, while twelve (18.5 percent) disapproved
(Lincoln and Mamiya 289).
Women not supporting women in the Black Church is defined as “black female
patriarchy.” Black female patriarchy idealizes the black patriarchal male role. “Female
patriarchs” are not uncommon. Often, black female patriarchy occurs in the absence of a
male patriarchal figure, but not always. Black female patriarchy lies hidden yet in plain
sight among the most ardent defenders of strict gender roles and expectations (Westfield
171). Black female patriarchy is what happens as African-American women take
ownership of male domination and participate actively in maintaining and supporting the
power and privilege of men to rule over, exploit, and debase women (171-72).
In addition to black female patriarchy, the phenomenon of sexual politics in the
Black Church must be considered. Findings from studies indicate that laywomen derive
satisfaction from identification with a strong, powerful, and successful black male
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minister. For many of them, the minister is the highest-ranking male with whom they can
have close association. The association can almost become family-like because active
churchwomen gain considerable access to the pastor. The phenomenon is manifested in
both married and unmarried women (Carpenter 119; Wiggins 122-27). Dr. William F.
Buchanan, pastor of Fifteenth Avenue Baptist Church in Nashville, Tennessee, a church
that has a long history of support of women in ministry (I serve as the executive
minister), shared with me a conversation he had with one of the parishioners. He asked
this woman what she thought about having a woman as a pastor. The woman responded
that while she is supportive of clergywomen, has no problem listening to them preach,
teach, or even following their lead, she “just prefers having a man as a pastor.”
Many of the negative views that black laywomen hold were taught to them by
male clergy to whom they looked for the proper interpretation of the Scripture (Carpenter
119). Based on my own observations and personal experience, I have noted that this
phenomenon also manifests itself among some clergywomen who believe that because
they cannot fulfill some of the needs met by the male minister, they themselves must
have a male covering, in order to be in line with the word of God. Often, this male
covering serves as their spiritual father, who is also the one who legitimizes their ministry
(Grady, 10 Lies 87-100). However, I contend that based on the issue of gender, this
claim of the need for a covering is a myth. God does not discriminate against women.
Acts 1-2 testifies that God poured out the Holy Spirit upon women as well as men. In
response to the skeptics regarding the manifestation of this outpouring, as Peter preached
he quoted the prophet Joel who prophesied that women and men would receive the Holy
Spirit and prophesy (Acts 2:14-18). Acts 1:14 describes women who devoted themselves
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to the ministry of Jesus, along with his mother Mary, and were part of the group who
were in the upper room waiting for the promise of the Holy Spirit. Luke records that on
the day of Pentecost when the Spirit of God broke in, they were “all together in one
place,” and they were “all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak with other
tongues, as the Spirit was giving them utterance” (Acts 2:1-4).
Paul and Women
Other than Jesus of Nazareth, no figure in early Christianity has been studied
more than Paul. The early Christian apostle has intrigued many a biblical scholar and
Christians in general. Dogmatic scholarship and ultra conservative views have caused
persons to form inflexible opinions of Paul. Paul is known to certain interpreters as
fighting “works of righteousness,” that is, the attempt to earn salvation through good
deeds, and still others know Paul as a misogynist. Elementary principles of interpretation
that I teach and practice are not only to conduct a comprehensive background check but
also to get to know the author.
One can only speculate how Paul spent the first three decades of his life. His
letters reveal a thorough grounding in Jewish Scripture, probably the result of many years
of synagogue attendance. He possessed a commendable grasp of rhetoric and philosophy,
likely the consequence of immersion in Greco-Roman schools. Paul would have studied
philosophies of Plato, Aristotle, and others. Before Paul’s encounter with Christ, his
Pharisaic heritage had been his source of identity and pride. Daniel Boyarin insists, “Paul
lived and died convinced that he was a Jew living out Judaism” (2). Paul never
relinquished his Jewish heritage. Paul was a good, strict Pharisee, well on his way up the
rabbi’s ladder of success. Like all devout Jewish males of his day and his persuasion, he
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probably recited the rabbinic blessing found in both Hellenistic and Jewish literature. The
Hellenistic version of the blessing is attributed to Socrates, Plato, and Thales. The Jewish
version is attributed to Rabbi Jehuda, which goes back to Paul’s time, and the version by
rabbi Tosefta of the AD second century thanks God the he who did not make him a
Gentile; thanks God that he who did not make him a woman; and thanks God that he who
did not make him an uneducated man (Tosefta 2). When considering Paul’s philosophies,
which shaped his worldview, especially because he emphasized his Pharisaic family
background as strongly as he did in his early days as a Pharisaical idealist is important
(Scroggs 283). Paul was converted in the sense of receiving through Christ a powerful
new revelation that transformed his perceptions of Judaism. Paul was not converted in the
sense of leaving one religion for another. Many of the elements in Paul’s new Christshaped identity stood in juxtaposition to Paul’s Judaistic cultural and religious heritage.
The apostle to the Gentiles was not fashioned from wholly new cloth. His Pharisaic
heritage supplied much of the fabric (Keener 160; Cunningham, Hamilton, and Rogers
129-40). Robin Scroggs suggests that also important is to note that Paul is “the only
certain and consistent spokesman for the liberation and equality of women in the New
Testament” (283).
Christianity began as a small Jewish sect within Israel, a nation ruled by Rome.
The Roman Empire was dominated by a class known as the patricians, the powerful and
wealthy men of the citizen class. An estimated one-third of the population of cities
around the Mediterranean were enslaved, another one-third of the population were former
slaves, and most of the rest were free (never-enslaved) people who lived in dire poverty.
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Patricians held life-and-death authority over their slaves and children, though not over
their wives (Balch 25).
The apostle Paul’s reputation for supporting patriarchy in part comes from what
some scholars perceive as similarities between his writings on the family and the
household codes of conduct written by Greek and Roman philosophers such as Plutarch
and Aristotle (Keener 165-68). Secular writings such as these were addressed to the
family patriarchs themselves, encouraging them to rule or govern well those under their
control. Some scholars see the texts such as Ephesians 5:20-6:9 as the author is mirroring
of these codes to assure secular authorities of the respectability and conformity of
Christian family life (Balch 25; Cunningham, Hamilton, and Rogers 131).
The oft-quoted Ephesians passage is the main source of the infamous Christian
injunction and the King James version of the passage fuels the debate:
Wives, submit yourselves unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord. For
the husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the
Church; and he is the saviour of the body…. Children, obey your parents
in the Lord: for this is right. Servants, be obedient to them that are your
masters according to the flesh, with fear and trembling, in singleness of
your heart, as unto Christ. (Eph. 5:22-23, and 6:1, 5)
A careful reading of this passage, that is, one that does not take it out of its literal, social,
or historical context, shows that rather than supporting patriarchy, Paul is actually
challenging it. As a leader of a small sect, Paul could not hope to change the Roman
social order. Instead, in this letter, each of the three pairs addressed, master/slaves,
fathers/children, and husbands/wives, radically transformed the means of these legal
structures, renouncing the requirements of the flesh to achieve a higher spiritual good.
Although Jesus is often hailed as the liberator of women, and Paul’s statement in
Galatians 3:28 is trumpeted as the woman’s Magna Carta, Jesus and Paul, in fact, did not
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affirm any roles for women that were not already a possibility in Roman society
(Belleville, Women Leaders 47).
Women had a vital role in the life of the early Church, including leadership. Acts
records that many women were among the 120 devoted to prayer in the upper room
awaiting the outpouring of the Holy Spirit (1:13-15). On the day of Pentecost, the Holy
Spirit fell on all of them. All were filled with the Spirit and spoke in other tongues (2:14). The empowerment of the Holy Spirit fulfilled what was spoken by the prophet Joel:
“In the last days, God says, I will pour out my Spirit on all people. Your sons and
daughters will prophesy…. Even on my servants, both men and women, I will pour out
my Spirit in those days” (Acts 2:17). The Spirit of God does not discriminate based upon
gender. More and more scholars recognize that women served as deacons in the New
Testament (Rom. 16:1; 1 Tim. 3:11) confirmed by a reading of early Church history
(Schreiner 190).
Paul makes no distinction in service or status in his many references to his
coworkers whether male or female (Belleville Women Leaders 23). According to Acts
and other New Testament letters, women fulfilled Jesus’ mandate to serve in ministry
alongside their Christian brothers. The criteria for being considered an apostle was to
have seen the risen Lord (1 Cor. 9:1), which Mary Magdalene, Joanna, Mary the mother
of James, and other women certainly had (Luke 24:10; Bauckham 166-69). Paul
considered Junia an outstanding apostle, one who had been significantly helpful to him
(Rom. 16:7). Junia, whose name for the first thirteen hundred years of church history was
recognized as that of a woman, has now been translated in the masculine (Blomberg 149)
and fuels the argument for a church without female leaders. Priscilla was not only Paul’s
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colleague but was the teacher of Apollos as well (Rom. 16:3-5; Acts 18:24-28). Paul
refers to Syntyche and Euodia in language that suggests they held positions as deacons in
the church at Philippi (Phil. 1:1). He refers to them as his coworkers (equals) and partners
in the cause of the gospel. Philippians 4:2 indicates that their role was so distinctly one of
leadership that their disagreement put the unity of the entire church in jeopardy (Phil.
4:2-3). Paul salutes Phoebe as a deacon of the church in Cenchreae: “I commend to you
our sister Phoebe, a deacon [diakonon] of the church in Cenchreae” (Rom. 16:1;
Belleville Women in Ministry 54-56). “Paul calls Phoebe both a diakonos and a prostatis
(Rom. 16:1-2). The term diakonos is … translated ‘deacon’… when it refers to a man
occupying the office of helper to the elders or overseers (Phil. 1:1, 1 Tim. 3L8-13)” (56).
This masculine form includes men and women in the position of deacon; however, the
term prostates, interpreted as patron, although more controversial, is gaining consensus
among complementarians and egalitarians alike. Patron is defined as a well-to-do person
who helps finance projects (Blomberg 147).
Location played a big role in the possibility of women functioning in leadership
roles. When areas are more Romanized, a greater visibility of women in leadership roles
is noted. Paul’s missionary efforts focused on the major urban areas of the Roman
Empire. Rome was the hub of the empire making it common that many of the leaders that
Paul greets in the Roman church are women (Rom. 16). The church at Ephesus also had
female deacons: “In the same way, the women (who are deacons) are to be worthy of
respect, not malicious talkers but temperate and trustworthy in everything” (1 Tim. 3:11).
The credentials Paul lists for these women are identical to the credentials he lists for the
male deacons in verses 8 and 11 (Belleville, Women in Ministry 54-62).
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Influence of Various Scriptural Interpretations
The message of the Bible moves across centuries and cultures that simply cannot
be ignored. Because the Bible came to people within their own cultures and experiences
thousands of years ago, modern Christians are not always sure how literally they should
implement what the Bible commands (Klein, Hubbard, Blomberg, and Ecklebarger xxiii).
Buchanan says, “In our reading and subsequent interpretation(s), it is important
that we recognize the difference between the particular and the universal, that is, between
what has been historically conditioned and what is timeless truth.” Awareness not only of
the historical, social, and cultural context that forms the background of a particular
Scripture but also the meaning of the text must be considered. Intentionally searching for
the meaning(s) of the text, asking what the author intended to communicate must also be
considered. Distinguishing between what is descriptive and what is prescriptive in the
Bible is imperative. Many situations and/or behaviors described in the Scripture that God
does not necessarily prescribe as godly or appropriate practices (Buchanan). When literal
applications of the Bible are attempted, inconsistencies are bound to arise. An example of
inconsistencies when applying literal biblical applications include insisting upon
following Jesus’ instructions to his disciple such as, “This is my body given for you; do
this in remembrance of me” (Luke 22:18). However, Jesus’ instruction to the disciples
that they should wash each other’s feet (John 13:14-15) is either ignored or spiritualized
into another meaning and subsequent practice. Faulty applications of biblical texts
practiced (or not) by the Church, are the result of inconsistencies which are based on
interpretation and meaning of what is considered to be descriptive and what is considered
to be prescriptive.
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The Bible contains absolute truths as well as relative statements both of which are
relative to a particular time, place, and situation with a particular audience in mind. For
example, 1 Corinthians 11:14 says that a man is dishonored or shamed if he has long hair.
Adequate exegesis demands answers to the questions about whether absolute truth is for
all time, for all men everywhere. If the answer to questions regarding absolute truth being
for all time are yes, then an explanation is needed regarding God commanding Samson to
let his hair grow long as a sign of his special calling (Jud. 13:5; Num. 6:1-21). Paul’s
instruction concerning men’s hair length is but another example of many relative
statements in the Bible. Clearly, Paul was addressing an issue in a time and setting that is
not fully understood, especially in light of the fact that most Christians revere the
painting of the Last Supper, which depicts Jesus and the disciples with shoulder-length
hair.
How people interpret the Bible often tells more about them than it does about God
or the Scriptures. Interpreters are not blank slates or empty sponges. No one interprets the
Bible in a vacuum. Everyone has presuppositions, pre-understandings, and agendas that
affect the ways they understand as well as the conclusions they draw (Klein, Blomberg,
Hubbard, and Ecklebarger 8). The text should set the interpretive agenda when possible.
“Every time we read the text, we bring the total accumulation of who we are—our
previous history, our previously accumulated knowledge, our outlook, our individual
concerns, and our preunderstanding of what the text or passage means” (Hayes and
Holladay 133). The interpretive process is cut short when those who read the Bible only
from their immediate personal circumstances forget that the passage was originally
written to somebody else. The message is then understood only in terms of the event
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going on in their own lives while the perspective of the text and its original recipients is
ignored. The result of this type of engagement with the text leads to serious
(mis)interpretation that ultimately leads to praxis outside of the economy of God (Klein,
Blomberg, Hubbard, and Ecklebarger 8). Seeking to engage in faithful interpretation,
“[w]e must avoid the tendency to regard our own experience as the standard for
interpreting what we see and read” (Hayes and Holladay 132). Personal interpretation or
reading into the text results in eisegesis. Instead, the interpreter should allow the
questions and issues to arise from the text itself, allowing the text to speak for itself,
thereby engaging in exegesis rather than eisegesis (132).
Despite the fact that the Bible is filled with example after example of women
fulfilling their God-given right to be leaders and speaking on behalf of God, years of
tradition that support the assumption that men always lead and women always follow
(Grady, 25 Tough Questions 88) result in pathologies and dysfunctions in the church.
Since the beginning of time, men and women representing the nations of the world, the
rich and poor, the educated and the unlearned, have experienced the irresistible call of
God upon their lives. Their ministries have been fruitful, witnessing the Spirit of the Lord
upon them as they have sought to represent the love, mercy, and justice of God.
Unfortunately, all too often, patriarchy defined as the rule by men, has co-opted the
ministry of women in their efforts to advance the kingdom of God.
Myths about women have led to attitudes and behaviors that are used to control
female sexuality, to secure women’s obedience, to justify female inferiority, and to
perpetuate male dominance. Patriarchal structures, which have nothing to do with the rule
and reign of God, promote domination, control, and power over others, most commonly
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men dominating women. The first century Middle Eastern patriarchal culture greatly
influenced the New Testament, and over the centuries, that influence continued to
undergird faulty beliefs and negative attitudes toward women, which continues even
today (Bailey 1).
History is littered with examples of people who have used the Bible to justify
cruelty, injustice, or bizarre behavior. Often, in attempts to deal with the matter of women
in the church, one or two brief passages of Scripture are lifted from their immediate
context and the context of the Scriptures as a whole to justify discrimination and
marginalization based on gender alone. When interpreted in this manner, the Scriptures
are treated as a compilation of rules rather than the witness to the Person of the Lord
Jesus Christ that they are (Grady, 25 Tough Questions 7). When Scriptures are interpreted
in this manner, one-half of those created in the image of God are excluded. The primary
passages from which traditional interpretations are usually made about women are 1
Corinthians chapters 11 and 14, 1 Timothy 2, Colossians 3, Ephesians 5, and 1 Peter 3.
For centuries texts such as these have historically been read and (mis)interpreted in such
a way as to sanction the oppression, subjugation, and subordination of women creating
difficulty for women to be full participants in the kingdom of God, especially in the case
of clergywomen in relation to roles in the church, including their ability to access to the
role of senior pastor (Carpenter 16-18).
The arguments that undergird (mis)interpretations of women’s roles in the church,
give shape to the current debate regarding the role and place of women in the church
(Carpenter 16; Hugenberger 341). I am not interested in resolving the debate about
various biblical passages that speak of women in leadership. The limitations and scope of
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this project do not allow for a discussion on all of the topics and texts listed. Instead, this
portion of the literature review focuses on 1 Timothy 2:11-15 and 1 Corinthians 14:33b35. The review of the literature suggests that these two texts (in addition to the Ephesians
text) have involved the most intense, careful, and technical debate concerning the issue of
the role of women in the church (Belleville, “Women in Ministry” 69).
Due to the cumbersome task of trying to discuss here all the interpretive, textual,
and technical issues of these particular biblical texts (1 Tim. 2:11-15; 1 Cor. 14:33b-35),
this portion of the review offers only a brief outline of the complementarian and
egalitarian perspectives on women in ministry. “The issues that divide complementarians
(traditionalist) and egalitarians is not whether women should exercise their spiritual gifts
but rather, it is women in leadership—especially women leading men” (Belleville,
Women Leaders 23). Complementarians are those who believe in complementary
relationships between men and women. They believe that men are to be the leaders and
heads of families, while women are the followers and helpmates to their husbands. They
do not believe that women should be in positions of authority over men and, thus, cannot
be senior pastors, though they may hold other positions in the church. Egalitarians are
those who believe in the inclusion of women in every aspect of church leadership
according to their call and gifting on an equal basis with men. The current debate
between the complementarians and the egalitarians has risen in part out of a response to
the feminist movement of the sixties and seventies. Complementarians are responding to
the inclusion of women in traditional male roles, especially pastoral ministry, which they
believe are contrary to the teachings of Scripture. Egalitarians, on the other hand, have
been reexamining the Scriptures and looking at the opportunities and examples of women
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in ministry, seeing the limitations as applicable to local contexts and not general
prohibitions (Women in Ministry 72). This debate has continued to intensify over the past
two to three decades, with positions seeming to become more entrenched, particularly on
the complementarian side (Köstenberger, Schreiner, and Baldwin 81-104; Piper and
Grudem 18) as noted when the newly adopted Baptist Faith and Message policy of the
Southern Baptist Convention excluded women from the office of pastor (Veenker 19).
In their work, editors Stanley N. Grundy and James R. Beck note, “Evangelicals
have not yet arrived to a clear-cut consensus in the debate [on gender roles in ministry].
The relevant theological, biblical, and exegetical issues are complex, and are all very
much still open for examination” (15-16). With pros and cons on either side, no definitive
conclusions have emerged.
The debate between egalitarians and traditionalist comes down to four basic
questions:
1. Does the Bible teach a hierarchical structuring of male and female
relationships?
2. Do we find women in leadership positions in the Bible?
3. Do women in the Bible assume the same leadership roles as men?
4. Does the Bible limit women from fulfilling certain leadership
roles? (Belleville, Women Leaders 23)
Authors differ significantly in which texts they choose as prescriptive or universal for all
situations and those that are descriptive, focusing on particular situations or applications.
How scholars arrive at their hermeneutical principle is beyond the scope of this project.
R. T. France argues that part of the difficulty in coming to agreement about biblical
perspectives on women is due to these differences in hermeneutical ground rules.
Evangelicals, for example, hold the conviction that the Scripture is of divine origin and
have summarized it with two slogans of “sufficiency” (all one needs for the Christian life
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is in Scripture) and “perspicuity” (Scripture is sufficiently clear that it will not mislead
those who search for God’s truth; 13-15). While complementarians focus on the
differences between men and women, egalitarians who also consider the historical and
social contexts, the specific contexts of texts, and the purposes for which they were
written and focus on the similarities; thus, the foundations and starting points for each
group of theologians differ, allowing them to draw different conclusions and applications.
In this section, I explore briefly the different positions of the complementarians and the
egalitarians on some key texts related to women’s roles in the church (i.e., 1 Tim. 2:1115; 1 Cor. 14:33b-35).
1 Timothy 2:11-15
For centuries, rigid (mis)interpretations of 1 Timothy 2:11-15 have prevented
women from expressing fully the calls of God upon their lives:
A woman should learn in quietness and full submission. I do not permit a
woman to teach or to have authority over a man: she must be silent. For
Adam was formed first, then Eve. In addition, Adam was not the one
deceived; it was the woman who was deceived and became a sinner. But
women will be saved through childbearing—if they continue in faith, love
and holiness with propriety.
(Mis)interpretations of 1 Timothy 2:11-15 do not consider the specific context or reason
for the letter written to the church in Ephesus. In his commentary on the pastorals,
Gordon Fee remarks that he has taken 1 Timothy 1:3 as the reason for the letter and sees
it as reflecting the ad hoc situation of the church in Ephesus. Timothy is directed to
address the overriding problem of false teachers (xii-xiii). Paul addresses doctrinal and
practical aberrations at Ephesus; however, these are secondary to the main purpose of the
letter. Building on the foundational teachings of Jesus, Paul encourages his readers to
manifest personal holiness and a fervent witness for Christ in the world and in the church.
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This double agenda explains why Paul addresses both men and women in the church at
Ephesus who are living in an un-Christlike manner. Background of the situation suggests
that some of the men are angry and argumentative; Paul encourages them to godly prayer.
Some of the women are dressing inappropriately, and Paul instructs them to dress
modestly. Men and women are guilty of disorderly and destructive conduct; Paul
instructs them not to destroy their witness but to conform to the teachings of the church.
The concern for Paul is godly lifestyle. With this context in mind, Paul addresses the
women in verses 11-15 (Gruenler 224-26).
Complementarian perspective. Complementarians hold that 1 Timothy is
prescriptive for women regarding teaching and offices in the church. Andreas J.
Köstenberger, Thomas R. Schreiner, and H. Scott Baldwin “are convinced that 1 Tim.
2:9-15 prohibits women from teaching or exercising authority over men in the church”
(10), and “at a minimum, our understanding of the text would prohibit women from
functioning as teaching pastors or teaching elders/overseers of churches” (210). Review
of the literature suggests that the crux of the debate about women in ministry comes
down to the issue of authority (Belleville, Women in Ministry 21-24). The issue for
complementarians is not that the Spirit gives gifts based on gender, but whether when
given those gifts (including leadership) women should use them in ways that place them
in positions to act with authority. Faulty exegesis guides the complementarian view that
God created the men to lead when leading means to exercise authority.
For complementarians, the 1 Timothy 2:11-15 text is central to their thesis that
women should not hold positions of authoritative leadership. Complementarians need to
establish that 1 Timothy is a letter written with the intent to instruct the church in general
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and not simply a problem at Ephesus and that it was written to limit the role of women in
leadership.
The question of whether women in the early Church publicly taught men is the
primary point of contention between complementarians and egalitarians. One reason for
debates is that complementarians link public teaching with authoritative, official activity.
“Teaching in public is to exercise authority; to publicly preach is to exercise authority; to
corporately lead, is to exercise authority” (Schreiner 190-92). Complementarians’
interpretation suggests that acts of authority include but are not limited to public teaching,
public preaching, and corporate leadership roles such as deacon, elder, bishop, pastor,
chairperson, or president.
Because all of these roles are public, women are excluded from them. Craig L.
Blomberg concedes that a few biblical passages support women addressing both men and
women where no violation of the prohibition of 1 Timothy 2:12 exists; however, the
functions of teaching and exercising authority are excluded for women. Blomberg also
agrees that only men should serve as elders and that verse 13 demonstrates that the
prohibition transcends the situation addressed in 1 Timothy because it is rooted in
creation. From this argument, he concludes that “[w]omen should not regularly teach a
mixed Sunday School class composed of adult men and women” (190-92).
Complementarians argue for the application of the prohibition against women as
teachers to church situations today. Local churches vary in how strictly and dramatically
they apply prohibitions against women (e.g., some churches will allow women to be
pastors as long as they are not senior pastors; others will not allow women in any
positions of authority such as a pastoral role or deacon/trustee board). Complementarians
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assume that authority resides in the act of teaching (or in the person who teaches). They
interpret the Greek word exousia as authority and then attempt to link this concept with
church leadership. Several studies point out that no link between the Greek word exousia,
which appears in the New Testament no less than one hundred times, and church
leadership exist. The connection with local church leadership and authority is based on
Titus 2:15 where Paul tells Titus to “rebuke” the Cretan congregation “with all authority”
(Women in Ministry 64-68).
Complementarians claim that teaching (didaskein) in 1 Timothy takes on the
more official sense of doctrine, and according to them, women cannot teach doctrine.
Complementarians translate the Greek, hygianousē didaskalia, as sound doctrine instead
of sound (good) teaching (1:10; 4:4; 2 Tim. 4:3; Tit. 1:9; Belleville, Women in Ministry
82).
Another issue is the understanding of the Greek word authentein. The discussion
focuses on whether the word has positive or negative connotations. If the meaning is
positive in its sense, then it has broad application. If the meaning has negative
connotations, then the application is presumed to be more limited. Complementarians
who address this issue all conclude that the meaning must be the positive, general
exercise of authority. Support for the limitation of Paul’s prohibition for women’s
leadership is found in the qualifying expression, “or to have authority over men: (oude
authentein andros)” (Hugenberger 344). The word authentein is used only once in
Scripture, and it is here in 1 Timothy 2:12. To compound the issue, this word authentein
can mean “to begin or author, to usurp, to rule or dominate, or to claim authorship of”
(Belleville, Women in Ministry 82-82). As is true with other Greek New Testament
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words, the different usages of the word authentein found in Greek literature create
difficulty when trying to determine which use of the word to plug into the 1 Timothy 2
passage. Paul chose not to use a number of words available to him if he wanted to speak
of an ordinary exercise of authority, words that clearly mean, “to rule over, to govern but
did not. The word authentein does not appear in Christian literature until the mid to late
second century AD. Even then, it carried the meaning, ‘to murder’ (83). Instead, Paul
used the word authentein, which is historically translated to murder, to mastermind, to
sponsor, to dominate, or to punish, most likely because the nuance would speak clearly to
the specific situation he was addressing in Ephesus (82-88).
Egalitarian perspective. The egalitarians look at these same issues when they
examine 1 Timothy 2:11-15 but come to quite different conclusions. Egalitarians suggest
that this letter should be understood as an ad hoc letter written to Timothy for the specific
purpose of helping him combat heretical teaching that was making inroads in the
Ephesisan church. The false teaching appealed strongly to the women and led them so
astray that traditional values of marriage and the home were seriously violated (Fee xixiii).
Kroeger and other scholars come to the conclusion that the injunctions to be
silent, not to teach, and not to assume authority would have been expected and accepted
behavior for the culture and time of this letter to the church at Ephesus, which was in
turmoil and whose very existence was being threatened. These seemingly drastic
measures would have been instituted to protect the women from the assaults from false
teachers who were especially targeting them (Kroeger and Kroeger 42-43).
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Egalitarians ask what kind of teaching Paul is prohibiting. Complementarians
assume that Paul is referring to a teaching office or other position of authority, but
teaching in the New Testament period was an activity, not an office (Matt. 28:19-20), and
it was a gift, not a position of authority (Rom.12:7; 1 Cor. 12:28; 14:26; Eph. 4:11).
Teaching in this sense is something not only church leaders but every believer is called to
do (Col. 3:16; Heb. 5:12; Belleville, Women in Ministry 81).
Whereas complementarians argue that authority resides in the act of teaching or in
the person who teaches, egalitarians argue that authority does not lie in the act of teaching
or necessarily in the person of the teacher. Rather, truth resides in the reservoir of it’s
truth (1 Tim. 3:9; 4:1, 6; 5:8) and in “what has been entrusted” (1 Tim. 6:20) “that which
Jesus passed on to the disciples and they in turn passed on to their disciples” (2 Tim. 2:2).
A contextual reading of the New Testament reveals that individuals do not possess
authority, but it is the Church that possess authority. Jesus gives the keys of the kingdom
and the authority to bind and loose to the Church. The Church is held responsible to test
prophetic utterances (1 Cor. 14:29; 1 Thess. 5:19-22) and to choose missionaries (Acts
13:1-3). The Church is the one that delegates (Acts 15:22-23; 20:4-5), disciplines
(Matt.18:18; 1 Cor. 5:4-5), and reinstates (2 Cor. 2:7-8; Matt. 18:10-14), and the
Church’s authority comes from the power of the Lord Jesus who is present when
believers are gathered in his name (Matt. 18:20; 1 Cor. 5:4). Certainly, churches can
choose individuals to represent their interest and to work on their behalf (Acts 6:1-7;
13:1-3; 15:2-3; 20:1-6); however, according to the early Church model, no biblical basis
for individuals to exercise authority over the congregation exist. Rather, individuals are
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empowered to minister to the congregation and to equip the people for ministry (Eph.
4:11-12; Belleville, Women in Ministry 65).
Richard Clark Kroeger and Catherine Clark Kroeger write at length about the use
of authentein and conclude that it is best translated “to proclaim herself author of man”
(44-52). Their study suggests that women were teaching that they were the origin of men,
a gnostic, or proto-gnostic teaching. In contrast women should learn in quietness and
submission, like any good student, male or female (103).
Paul could have used the Greek word exousia, which is his normal word for
authority, but he chose not to do so. Egalitarians’ interpretation of the Greek term for
authority (exousia) is not seen in the area of local church leadership or in the activity of
teaching. Of the one hundred times exousia is mentioned in the New Testament, it is done
so with reference to secular rulers. Both Peter and Paul call congregations to submit to
political powers in authority over them (1 Pet. 2:13-17; Rom. 13:1, 3). Even then, this
authority is divinely delegated (Rom.13:1, John 19:11; Belleville, Women in Ministry
66).
Summary of 1 Timothy 2:11-15. The tipping point of the debate seems to rest on
the understanding of the purpose of the letter that determines the perspective from which
the text is interpreted. If one sees the letter as a document of instruction for church order,
a manual for church government, then one works from the assumption that these
principles are intended then and now. On the other hand, if one sees 1 Timothy as an
occasional letter written by Paul to help Timothy in some difficult situation, the
instructions regarding women will be viewed as culturally bound and pertaining only to
the particular problems and needs of that church in that city at that time.
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Complementarians believe this text to be a prescription for women in leadership,
diminishing Paul’s “fellow workers” and reducing the important roles women played in
the establishment of the New Testament Church.
Egalitarians see the 1 Timothy text as being part of a larger problem that is being
addressed in the letter, namely heretical teaching and negative behaviors that were
infiltrating and influencing the church. They support that women were especially targeted
by the teachers of heresy and, to that end, needed to be properly instructed before they
began teaching so that they would not teach heretical ideas. Paul does not want women to
teach simply because they are women. Paul did not want these women to teach because
they were unlearned. “His principal here is that those who do not understand the
Scriptures and are not able to teach them accurately should not be permitted to teach
others” (Keener 120). Egalitarians conclude that this text is not intended to be instructive
and limiting for women’s roles in the church for all time (120).
The prescriptive passage for egalitarians is Galatians 3:28, while the prescriptive
passage for complementarians is 1 Timothy 2:11-5, however, another important passage
to discuss is Corinthians 14:33b-35.
1 Corinthians 14:33b-35
First Corinthians 14:33b-35 is the other passage of Scripture that informs and
support the complementarian view that women should not teach or be in authority over
men and that they should not speak in local church gatherings:
As in all the congregations of the saints, women should remain silent in
the churches. They are not allowed to speak, but must be in submission, as
the Law says. If they want to inquire about something, they should ask
their own husbands at home; for it is disgraceful for a woman to speak in
the church. (1 Cor. 14:33b-35)
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Interpreted from a complementarian perspective, 1 Cor. 14:33b-35 severely limits women
from participating in the life of the Church.
Complementarian perspective. Complementarians tie 1 Corinthians 14:33b-35,
which speaks about the need for women to be silent in the church, to 1 Corinthians 11:216, which talks about issues of head covering and headship. These two texts have been
used in the church to support such requirements that women need to have a spiritual
covering in order to do any ministry (Grady, 10 Lies 87-100). The concept of a spiritual
covering was discussed in the section of this paper that dealt with the system of
patriarchy. Complementarians focus on these two texts to support their argument for
limited participation of women in various forms of leadership.
Complementarians support the interpretation that 1 Corinthians chapter 11 as a
whole pertains to the corporate worship of the church yet also support the interpretations
that 1 Corinthians 11:2-16 is said to pertain to nonchurch settings. In this way, their view
does not conflict or weaken their argument for 1 Corinthians 14:33b-35. First Corinthians
11: 2-16 instructs women to wear head coverings when they pray or prophesy in
nonchurch settings while 1 Corinthians 14:33b-35 instructs them to remain silent in local
church settings. Of the two texts, a review of the literature suggests that the 1 Corinthians
11 text is more important in the current discussion. Most would agree that too many
problems exist in understanding the meaning of 1 Corinthians 14:33b-35. Women
obviously had some voice in the church, though some conservative leaders would insist
that 1 Corinthians 14:33b-35 clearly states that women need to be silent in the church and
that church history supports this view. Both 1 Corinthians 14: 33b-35 and 1 Corinthians
11:2-16 continue to be (mis)interpreted in such a way that they severely limit the roles of
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women in the church including access to the role of senior pastor as evidenced by my
experience.
To say that Paul was telling women never to utter a word in church would create a
contradiction, one that complementarians do not support and so try to explain away.
Based on his research, Blomberg raises the following five options, listed in increasing
probability to explain this seeming contradiction:
1. Paul did not write these particular verses. They were added into the manuscript
by conservative scribes, or they were moved to the end of the chapter to prevent an
interruption of the discussion of tongues and prophecy.
2. Egalitarians propose that verses 36-38 are a rebuttal that challenge the overly
zealous conservatism of verses 34-35.
3. The application of these verses is not universal but merely apply to a specific
situation in the church at Corinth. Paul may have wanted to silence the disruptive chatter,
gossip, and elementary questions of the uneducated women.
4. The context of the entire chapter focuses on problems of exercising spiritual
gifts in the church, namely, prophecy and tongues, which had become out of control. Paul
is telling the women not to speak in tongues.
5. If Paul believed that the highest level of church leadership was reserved for
men, then he was telling the women to be silent in this one context (Blomberg 161-65).
As one can see, all five of these options are fraught with the possibilities of excellent
biblically based counterarguments raised by egalitarians.
Egalitarian perspective. Egalitarians argue that the entirety of Corinthians
chapter 14 must be reviewed. Otherwise, Paul contradicts what he says earlier in the
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letter. According to 1 Corinthians 11:2-5, women were anything but silent. Paul
commends the women for praying and prophesying. Clearly, Paul is referring to public
prayers and prophecy. Prophecy by definition is a spiritual gift used to build the church
up (1 Cor. 14:4, 26). In terms of speaking in tongues, Paul says, “Does not speak to men
but to God…. But everyone who prophesies speaks to men for their understanding”
(14:2-3; Belleville, Women in Ministry 70).
The complementarians’ argument for women to be silent in the church is a weak
one. Egalitarians argue first that the setting to which Paul is referring is public worship.
“So, if the whole church comes together” is the context for Paul’s instruction (1 Cor
14:23, 26; 11:17-18; 12:7). Secondly, the command for silence is not absolute. “When
you come together,” Paul states, “everyone has a hymn, or a word of instruction, a
revelation, a tongue, or an interpretation” (1 Cor. 14:26). If Paul intended to limit public
involvement to men, he would have said so here. Rather than limit, Paul emphasizes that
women and men alike are to contribute to building up the church (14:26b). Paul sets forth
the order in which various aspects of public worship are to proceed (Belleville, Women in
Ministry 71).
Paul’s comments are corrective (versus informational) in nature. The problem in
the church at Corinth is disorder during worship. Paul begins and ends this section of his
letter with a command that “everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way” (1
Cor. 14:26, 40).
Summary of 1 Corinthians 14:34b-35. On the surface, 1 Corinthians 14:34b-35
would seem to be a clear instruction to women to be silent in the church, but if this is the
case, then the instruction would need to be applied for all situations in which women are
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present in the church. If however the instruction is not for all situations then it must be
understood that it was for this specific situation in the Corinthian church. Because the
Corinthian women are allowed to pray and prophesy in worship gatherings (1 Cor. 11:5),
creative ways of dealing with the instruction will have to be implemented.
Complementarians seem to like 1 Corinthians 14:34b-35 because it clearly states that
women are to be silent, but it also raises the question of how absolute is this silence to be.
Determining where to draw the line can be confusing and cumbersome.
Summary of the Theological Perspectives
Major differences that are important to the participation of women in ministry
including gaining access to the role of senior pastor are raised in the brief overview of the
theological perspectives of complementarians and egalitarians use of 1 Timothy 2:11-15
and 1 Corinthians 14:34b-35. Based on their worldview, complementarians’ basic
assumption is that significant differences exist between man and woman, which implies
creation for different purposes and for different roles, especially when leadership and
authority are engaged. Egalitarians also begin with the assumption that men and women
are more alike than they are different and that they are gifted in similar ways.
The arguments of the complementarians and the egalitarians are each based on
their interpretation and reading of the Scripture with each entity trying to stay true to the
text as they represent their worldviews. No one encounters a text with a blank slate or
without presuppositions. The Bible’s status within the Christian community as an
authoritative text whose content is seen as binding upon one’s existence continues to be a
complicated matter, especially in light of the fact that numerous passages are difficult to
interpret. Individuals reading the Bible in order to get some idea of who they are in the
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presence of God or in relation to other people further complicates the matter. “How one
reads or interprets the Bible depends in large part on which interpretive community one
identifies with at any given time” (Weems 67). After hearing and believing on the basis
of the baptismal saying of Galatians 3:28, women and slaves believed they had overcome
the three categories of human oppression. Many of the women and slaves in the church
heard Paul’s message differently, based on their social location. For them, the message
challenged and altered their present condition (Delores Williams 42-43). I propose that
the church approach the Scriptures with the confidence that God’s word speaks to
believers today, and God’s will regarding the role of women can be clearly discerned.
These arguments support the ideology that women should read and interpret Scripture not
based on the patriarchal system, which prevails still, but with a view toward the liberation
that both Jesus and Paul propose, ushering in a new social paradigm.
All theology on some level is autobiographical and my own theology is no
exception. Ironically, the empowered Black Church faith movement has at its very core a
theology of liberation. Most agree that the Black Church champions a myriad of
controversial issues. Studies suggest that the historic Black Church has been at the center
of the academic, political, and civic leadership that has served the black community
(Lincoln and Mamiya xii) and serves as a vanguard for the black community due to its
priestly and prophetic roles (Battle 127-31; Billingsley 3-12; Lincoln and Mamiya xii, 8),
and God has been at the root of the black religious experience (Delores Williams 107).
“Although Black women represent more than one-half the population in the Black
community and 75 percent in the Black Church, their experience has not been visibly
present in the development of Black Theology” (Cone and Gayraud 279). A product of
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the Black Church, more specifically the black Baptist church, I am well acquainted with
having both observed and experienced the religious exclusion and oppression practiced
against women all in the name of Christianity. Black women’s liberation is not only a
serious issue in the society at large but also in the Black Church. The Black Church is one
of the most sexist institutions in the black community, as male ministers appeal to the
Bible to justify the subordination of women’s roles in the church (281). Amazingly,
however, is the fact that even with the continued practices of oppression and exclusion
where women are concerned, co-opting its own obligation and duty to uplift, liberate, and
ensure God’s justice for all people, the Black Church continues to be a dominant
presence as well as a stabilizing authority in the African-American community
(Billingsley 3-12).
C. Eric Lincoln and Lawrence H. Mamiya coined the religious worldview of
African-Americans as the “black sacred cosmos” (2). They suggest a relationship exist
between the black sacred cosmos and the core values of black culture. “The core values
like freedom, justice, equality, an African heritage, and racial parity at all levels of human
intercourse are raised to ultimate levels and legitimated by the black sacred cosmos” (7).
One core value of the black theology is that the theological understanding that God and
God alone divinely calls his servants.
God’s call of the Israelites is related to the oppressed condition and to God’s own
liberating activity already seen in the exodus. Though unclear why God elected Israel to
be his people, one point is evident, the election is inseparable from the event of the
exodus (Cone, Black Theology of Liberation 2; Hopkins 24). The Black Church born out
of slavery strongly identifies with the plight of the children of Israel:
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You have seen what I did to the Egyptians, and how I bore you on eagles’
wings and brought you to myself. Now, therefore, if you will obey my
voice and keep my covenant, you shall be my own possession among all
peoples. (Exod.19:4-5a)
God is revealed as the God of the oppressed, involved in Israel’s history, liberating them
from human bondage. The prophets of Israel are prophets of social justice, reminding the
people that Yahweh is the author of justice (Cone, Black Theology of Liberation 2).
Liberation theology is sometimes called contextual theology or praxis theology.
Liberation theology is committed to making theology (God-talk) relevant to the social
and political needs of the poor and oppressed in bondage to poverty and injustice.
Because theology cannot be separated from the community it represents, rather than
preserving the integrity of the community of oppressors that has served both society and
the church well for centuries, black liberation theology seeks to expose the oppression of
blacks (people in general) as the point of departure for analyzing God’s activity in
contemporary America (Cone, Black Theology of Liberation 1-4). If true, then I offer a
critique of black liberation theology in its failure to articulate the oppression of women in
church and society and particularly as it relates to issues of gender justice. “While many
Black male ministers have little difficulty rejecting Paul’s command to slaves as a
justification for the horrendous slavery in America, they seem unwilling to take a similar
stance in relation to Paul’s comments about women” (Cone and Gayraud 281). After
engaging Stephen Carter’s discussion of moral corruption, Marcia Y. Riggs offers this
critique:
While justice is a core value of the Black Church with respect to racist,
capitalist oppression, that core value is subverted when men assert
patriarchal privilege. Patriarchal privilege has “control of women” as its
core value, and this value cannot exist in the same context that breeds moral
corruption. (86)
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Perhaps in this case, the oppressed have become the oppressor. A deep ambivalence
remains toward feminist (womanist) issues in the black community, religious and secular,
and a great difficulty in giving more than token lip service to the needs of black women.
Poor black women are the group on which the triple jeopardy of oppression by race, class
and gender converge (Ruether and McLaughlin, Women of Spirit 174-76).
Black theology calls the Black Church to accountability based on the belief that
God’s will is the liberation of all humanity, especially the least (poor) in society (Hopkins
4). The Black Church cannot continue to proclaim that all are created equal by God when
black women in the church, in society, and at home are relegated to a secondary
subservient status. When the church continues to deny women access to full humanity, it
stifles the creativity of all members of the body of Christ and, in this case, the black
community in general. The Black Church loses all its legitimacy when it critiques white
racism as sin but participates in attitudes and structures of patriarchy (181-96).
The Black Church, a leader in issues of justice, continues to be silent on the issue
of inclusivity where women are concerned. “The Black Church’s claim that it believes in
and works with a God of liberation has not always squared with its action” (Flake 9;
Hopkins 4). Assuredly, the calling of the disciples was unique particularly in light of the
fact that they were all male Jews. A common pattern and, a universal timeless truth isr
God summoning his servants. However, “when bias against women is perpetuated by
Christians, the message it sends is that God is unjust” (Cunningham, Hamilton, and
Rogers 21).
True, denominational structures dictate the shape of women’s ordination trends,
but the pressing question remains whether attention to social and racial issues by black
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churches engenders support for women in the pastorate. To date, on any major scale with
any substance, it has not. Given the literature to support the role of the Black Church as a
change agent, the relationship between black church social activism and community
involvement is seldom tested where gender politics are concerned (Barnes 381).
In the New Testament section of this paper, the theme of liberation is affirmed by
Jesus himself as he located his ministry among the poor. These and other features of the
ministry of Jesus demonstrate that his work was directed to the oppressed for the purpose
of their liberation. In the Hebrew view of human nature, human beings are liberated and
thus free to rebel against all powers that threaten human life (Cone, Black Theology of
Liberation 3). This praxis is most notable in the account of the woman at the well.
Clearly Jesus understood his ministry to be one of liberation:
The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to preach
good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the
prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to set at liberty release the
oppressed, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor. (Luke 4:18-19)
In the synagogue in Nazareth, Jesus chose intentionally the scroll of Isaiah 61 from the
entire collection of Hebrew writings. In this inaugural message, Jesus joins in God’s
liberating activity in the world on behalf of justice and righteousness for the poor and the
oppressed. Jesus reaffirms the theme of liberation for all humankind, making a conscious
decision to appear in a specific social location (Hopkins 25).
Even though black theologians uphold Jesus the Christ as the model for social
justice because his very nature reached out to bring those outside the gate in, somehow,
this model in terms of praxis has been effective for all but women in the Church. The
Church has modeled and perpetuated a male God and Savior in a hierarchical relationship
to God’s people. Jesus as liberator calls for a renunciation, a dissolution, of the web of
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status relationships by which societies have defined privilege and deprivation. Jesus
renounced the system of domination, seeking to embody in his person the new humanity
of service and mutual empowerment. Jesus, as a model for black liberation theology
engaging women who represent the least and the lost, is the one who morally transcends
patriarchy (Flake 8-10, Gorham and Waitschies 28).
Other Issues Affecting Attitudes towards Women Clergy
Despite the acceptance of women by Jesus as he broke down barriers,
clergywomen continue to face subordination in many Protestant denominations.
Unfortunately with the espoused black theology of liberation, no distinction can be found
between the dominate culture and the Black Church (Baptist) in the treatment of the
equality of women. Women continue to be oppressed, marginalized, and outcast in
today’s society and treated with very little regard in the attitude of the laity of the Black
Church (Lincoln and Mamiya 275-308). The trend of continued oppression has
negatively affected the ministry and vocational mobility of clergywomen including
gaining their ability to gain access to the role of senior pastor.
Mamiya’s study sought to bring together a wide body of research with the
purpose of identifying trends in the broader society that have an impact on pastoral
leadership and to raise policy implications for congregations, denominations, theological
seminaries, and pastors themselves (1). This study along with the findings from the
seminal ten-year statistical study of the Black Church experience that suggest that the
Black Church and black liberation theology have both failed to penetrate the black
community in order to empower the poor helps one understand these inconsistencies as
they pertain to gender disparities and injustices (Lincoln and Mamiya 164-95). Three
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trends worth exploring as factors influencing the ministry and vocational mobility of
clergywomen including their ability to gain access to the role of senior pastor are age,
education of the senior pastor, and the impact of liberation theology.
In the 1990 Lincoln and Mamiya study, the median age of all black clergy, urban
and rural, was fifty-two years old. Ten years later the median age for black pastors was
fifty-three. The profiles of black clergy in this section are drawn from data gathered by
two national surveys. Table 2.1 shows the percentage of black and white clergy in various
age groups. Black clergy who are fifty-one years of age and older make up 61 percent of
the total. In contrast, only 49 percent of white clergy are in that age category. Black
clergy who are less than fifty years of age constitute 38 percent of the sample, while
white clergy who are in the same age cohort make up 51 percent (Mamiya 30).

Table 2.1. Age of Black and White Clergy

AGE GROUP
WHITE
BLACK
___________________________________ __________________________
Less than 45

30

12

45-50

20

28

51-60

31

31

61+

19

30

Further findings suggest that the skewed age distribution of black clergy towards
the older age categories is largely due to the lack of or inadequate pension and retirement
benefits provided by black churches and denominations. Mamiya points out that in 1990,
the continued lack of pension and retirement benefits “compounds the age and
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generational problems of succession in these denominations when black clergy must
continue to work long past retirement age in order to survive economically” (31). As is
evident in Table 2.1, 30 percent of black clergy are age sixty-one or older, compared to
19 percent of white clergy (31).
Based on their 1990 nationwide field experience, Lincoln and Mamiya observe
that the majority of black clergy are educated as apprentices, learning on the job under
direction of the senior clergy. Findings of this study revealed that the clergy that are more
educated were most likely to be favorable toward women in ministry (180). In examining
the education of black clergy, Dr. James Costen, who was at the time the president of the
Interdenominational Theological Center, estimated that only 20 percent of black clergy
were seminary educated with the completion of a Masters of Divinity degree (M.Div.).
His colleague, Dr. Lawrence Jones, dean of the Howard University Divinity School, said
that approximately 20 to 30 percent of all black clergy had completed an M.Div. degree.
In Mamiya’s study, 29 percent of black clergy responded that they had completed
the Master’s of Divinity or Bachelor’s of Divinity degree (for clergy trained before the
late 1960s). If more advanced degrees are considered, such as an advanced Master’s,
Doctor of Ministry, or Ph.D. degree, the black clergy rate goes up to 49 percent. In
contrast, 52 percent of white clergy had received the M.Div. or its equivalent, and
advanced degrees totaled 72 percent. In addition, a higher percentage of black clergy (31
percent) received their education through “Certificate from training program” than did
white clergy (8 percent). Missing from most surveys of black clergy education is
information on apprenticeship training with a senior pastor, which most of the black
clergy receive, even those with seminary degrees. For the majority of black Baptist and
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Pentecostal clergy, this apprenticeship period is often the only educational requirement
for ordination, other than “a call from God” (31).
A sense of the importance of education is expressed in Mamiya’s data when
clergy were asked how many from their congregation they had encouraged to consider
ordained ministry. The average number for white clergy was four. For black clergy, the
average was ten. In black churches and denominations, the education of clergy is one of
the most significant factors for ministry in the twenty-first century. Studies have shown
that community outreach programs of black churches, working with government and
foundation funds, and advancement on the issue of supporting women as pastors are
highly correlated with the level of clergy education (31).
Furthermore, the complex issues of public policy such as welfare reform, gay
marriage, abortion, war, affirmative action, and human rights, demand a critical level of
intelligence on the part of clergy. Presently, the clergy is the only profession in black
communities where the majority of professionals have not received accredited degrees.
The continuing growth of the black middle class and young urban professionals will
demand that kind of training. Among the historic black denominations, only the A.M.E.
Church has recently made the Master’s of Divinity a requirement for pastoring churches
(Mamiya 30-31).
Education in the black community has been viewed as a vehicle toward freedom.
Women have successfully navigated seminary education and at the same time, have
introduced many changes in theological education. Despite female success in seminary,
however, some denominations still resist or refuse to accept women as pastoral leaders.
Findings from Delores C. Carpenter indicate that the movement of black and white
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women into the professional ministry increased 240 percent from 1930 to 1980; however,
findings from her study also reveal that the number of black women graduates from
accredited theological seminaries increased 676 percent from 1972 to 1984. Her study
also indicates a trend among black preaching women to seek ordination and employment
in the mainline, predominantly white denominations such as the United Church of Christ,
the United Methodist Church, the American Baptists, Presbyterians, Episcopalians,
Lutherans, and others. Employment opportunities for black clergywomen are not keeping
pace with the growing numbers of women who are completing seminary (139-49).
After seminary, 49 percent of black men received full-time jobs as pastors
compared to 21 percent of black women in the 1999 study. Moreover, women clergy are
paid less than their male counterparts at almost every level. Carpenter argues that results
like these are due to “resistance to social change in an environment that does not
seriously advocate career opportunities, equity in job placement, and salaries for black
clergywomen” (147). To compound the problem of pay inequities, the separation
between church and state also prevents government scrutiny so that this situation has
never become a public policy issue. After being seminary trained, “some ordained,
professionally trained women in the study, were working as secretaries and office
managers. Many clergy women work in nonchurch educational settings, and some work
for government agencies” (138-39). Carpenter’s findings when compared to Barbara
Brown Zikmund, Adair T. Lummis, and Patricia M. Y. Chang’s 1993-94 findings show
that not much has changed. The 1993-94 study found that clergywomen chose non-parish
ministries instead of parish work for a variety of reasons. Reasons include the fact that
clergywomen believe their gifts are better suited to a specialized ministry such as a
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chaplaincy, interim work, or specialized ministry in a social agency setting. In non-parish
ministries, clergywomen found they were better able to maintain boundaries between
work and private life and had the ability to earn more money than they would as local
pastors. Clergywomen chose non-parish ministries simply because they literally were not
called to the local church, and, the possibility of being called to local parish ministry was
not likely (114).
Findings from Lincoln and Mamiya’s study reveal that only 34.9 percent of urban
black clergy said they had been influenced by black liberation theologians, as opposed to
65.1 percent who said they had not. Lincoln and Mamiya discerned that age and
education were among the most significant variables in determining clergy responses:
Clergy who are forty and under claimed to be more strongly influenced by
black liberation theology than those who are older. Additionally, the
majority of the less educated pastors have neither heard of the movement
nor the names of theologians associated with it. Among educated clergy
familiar with the movement, James Cone has the highest name
recognition. (178-79)
Perhaps the Black Church is not as strongly influenced by liberation theology as it thinks
it is.
Another trend in the Black Church that negatively affects the ministry and
vocational mobility of clergywomen including influencing the attitudes of laity toward
clergywomen is the lack of the prophetic dimension, which is inclusive of the social
justice content in the sermon. Mamiya refers to this trend in his study. Because the
sermon is often the highlight of a black worship service and black clergy are often judged
by their preaching ability, the categories in response to the question, “How often does the
sermon focus on …?” were identified. The totals of the top three items were God’s love
and care (83 percent), personal spiritual growth (74 percent), and “practical advice for
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daily living” (66 percent). All of these topics refer to the spiritual and individual
dimensions of ministry. The next three items can be called the prophetic dimensions of
ministry, encouraging engagement with society and criticisms of racial and gender
injustices. Each of them has significantly lower scores: social justice or social action (25
percent), reference to racial situation in society (17 percent), and liberation theology or
womanist theology (12 percent; Mamiya 35).
As indicated in the 1990 Lincoln and Mamiya study of the Black Church,
liberation theology and womanist theology, while popular courses in divinity schools,
have not made much of an impact among the majority of black clergy and congregations
(Mamiya 35). Results of the question regarding the approval or disapproval of clergy
from their own church taking part in a protest march on civil rights issues in Mamiya’s
study, show a strong approval rate of 54 percent for all the denominations. These results
are similar to the 52 percent in the 1990 study, which validates the lack of impact of
liberation theology and womanist theology course work. However, important variations
among the denominations of the black Methodists (A.M.E., A.M.E. Zion, and C.M.E.),
the United Methodists, and black Presbyterians with 65 percent to 73 percent strongly
approving clergy participating in a protest march on civil rights issues, at a rate of 10
percent or higher than the Baptists (55 percent) and C.O.G.I.C (35 percent). A similar
result is found on the question regarding approval or disapproval of “[C]hurches
expressing their views and day-to-day social and political issues” (37). The black
Methodist denominations, United Methodists, and black Presbyterians are in the 70
percent range, and the Baptists are at 64 percent. C.O.G.I.C again has the lowest rating at
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54 percent (37). The black Methodists and the United Methodists have been supportive of
women in ministry since the 1800s.
Perhaps the perpetuation of gender injustice is due mainly to the lack of
understanding of the definition of theology as the discipline that seeks to analyze the
nature of the Christian faith in light of the oppressed, arising chiefly from the biblical
tradition itself (Cone, Black Theology of Liberation 1-2). Sandra L. Barnes’ study
examines the relationship between black church involvement in social and racial justice
issues and support for women in the pastorate using the Faith Factor 2000 national data
for seven denominations. Findings from this study suggest that involvement in social
activism does not necessarily correlate positively with support for women in the
pastorate. These findings have important implications for efforts toward increased gender
equity in the Black Church tradition (371).
One might assume that a history of racial oppression would sensitize AfricanAmericans, both women and men, to other forms of discrimination and actually increase
the likelihood of support for gender equity. The literature review validates the fact that
the number of black clergywomen in ministerial positions in the Black Church is not
proportional to their presence in the church’s overall membership. As stated earlier,
women make up 60-80 percent of the church’s membership (Lincoln, and Mamiya 304).
Black women are committed to the kingdom of God and to the Black Church.
Black women have sacrificed at times their own livelihood for the church. Nevertheless,
black women represent only approximately 5 percent of the combined clergy in black
Baptist denominations. The study revealed that although the greatest percent of
membership is women, leadership remains largely male dominated:
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All seven mainline black denominations are characterized by a
predominately female membership and a largely male leadership, despite
the fact that the majority of programs of the Black Church in politics,
economics, or music depend heavily on women for their promotion and
success.… In some black churches pastors usually consult with the church
mother before making an important decision because she can exercise
countervailing power among some key church members. (Lincoln and
Mamiya 275)
The power that women have in the Black Church is due mainly to their numbers but also
to their ability to mother the church. In the Black Church the title, mother of the church,
is a title of honor, although the pulpit continues to be viewed as men’s space while the
pew is viewed as women’s space (274-75).
On the more controversial question of approving or disapproving of “a woman as
a pastor of a church,” the approval rating Mamiya’s study has improved over the years.
The 40 percent that strongly approve is a higher total than it was ten years ago (16
percent). All of the responses by clergy of the historic black denominations had higher
rates of strong approval than in the 1990 study: Baptists 27 percent now versus 20
percent ten years ago; C.O.G.I.C 22 percent now versus 7 percent; A.M.E. 72 percent
now versus 30 percent; A.M.E. Zion 78 percent now versus 33.6 percent; and, C.M.E. 75
percent now versus 30.9 percent (Chaves 93).
The likelihood that the experiences with black women pastors as classmates or
colleagues as well as pressures from the womanist movement among black women clergy
and seminarians have led to broadening of views on this issue is a good possibility. The
black Methodists have doubled their strong approval rating and C.O.G.I.C has tripled the
earlier result. Overall, momentum and progress in changing the views of black male
clergy towards their female counterparts is evident; however, the black Baptists have the
smallest gain (Chaves 93).
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Black Baptists may have taken their cues regarding the treatment of clergywomen
in relation to their ministry and vocational mobility including their ability to gain access
to the role of senior pastor from their white counterparts, the Southern Baptist
Convention. In June 2000, the Southern Baptist Convention (the nation’s largest
Protestant denomination), meeting in Orlando, Florida, passed a policy excluding women
from the office of pastor. The newly adopted Baptist Faith and Message policy states,
“While both men and women are gifted for service in the church, the office of pastor is
limited to men as qualified by Scripture” (Veenker 19). Robert Parham of the Baptist
Center for Ethics in Nashville, Tennessee, said, “The fifteen-million member SBC, has
pulled up the drawbridge to the 21st century and locked its members into a 19th century
cultural castle” (qtd. in Pinsky 12). Many Southern Baptists explain their action as a
move to counter liberal culture. Jody Veenker quotes Mike Whitehead, interim president
at Midwestern Baptist Seminary: “It is not news that God assigned roles in the home and
in the church. This principle is not a cultural relic but a divine order” (19).
One of the unintended consequences of the Civil Rights movement was to focus
on the issues of gender discrimination and to begin the process of opening the doors of
churches and seminaries to all women clergy. African-American women have a long
history of attempts to become religious leaders, preachers, and pastors, beginning with
African priestesses and healers on the plantations, to the stories of preaching women like
Elizabeth in Virginia and Jarena Lee in Philadelphia. Since the 1970s the issue of black
women in ministry has become a significant trend (Mamiya 21). However, tokenism is
not enough. The black Baptist denominations should do all within their power in spite of
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the autonomy of the local Baptist church to call for the full participation of women and
female clergy in the life of the church.
Despite traditional views of the role of women in the church, thankfully, God and
God alone is the one who calls, equips, and sends workers into the vineyard. Despite the
traditional interpretations of the role of women in the church, and the dismal findings of
various studies, a few courageous black Baptist church leaders and congregations who
refused to allow traditional interpretations and arguments to perpetuate the prevailing
social and religious customs regarding women. Neither have they allowed the
philosophies of the ancient Jewish, Greco-Roman, sexist, social, or religious cultural
attitudes toward women that have been in place for thousands of years guide their
interpretation.
A few successful forward thinking black Baptist churches have women as their
senior pastors:
•

The 200-year-old American Baptist Churches of the U.S.A., made
history when the historic Mariners’ Temple called Rev. Suzan
Johnson Cook, D.Min. to be their senior pastor in 1983. Dr. Cook
successfully pastored this church for thirteen years. Established in
1795, Mariner’s Temple is the oldest Baptist Church in Manhattan.
Dr. Cook has since served as the first woman elected as president
of the Hampton University Ministers’ Conference, which
represents all the historical African American denominations.
Currently she is the senior pastor of the Bronx Christian
Fellowship, which is one of the fastest growing new church
developments in Bronx, New York. She is a powerful preacher, the
New York Times recently described her as “Billy Graham and
Oprah rolled into one.” (“About our Pastor”)

•

On March 4, 1995, Christ Missionary Baptist Church established
in 1967 called Rev. Gina M. Stewart, M.Div. as their senior pastor
(she completed the Doctor of Ministry degree in 2000). Dr. Stewart
is the first black female to be elected to pastor in an established
black Baptist congregation in Memphis, TN. She was licensed,
ordained, mentored, and nurtured in this church. Under her
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leadership, the church has grown from approximately 500
members to more than 2,500. The church offers more than forty
ministries that minister to the Spirit, Soul and Body of every
person. In November 2005, the construction of a multi-million
dollar worship center, which seats approximately 1,500, was
completed, (“Footsteps of Faith”).
•

Established in 1924, New Prospect Missionary Baptist Church in
Detroit, MI, elected Rev. Wilma Robena Johnson, D.Min. to be
their senior pastor on March 1, 1999. Under the leadership of
“Pastor J,” as she is affectionately known, the church has grown
both numerically and spiritually. The church has undergone a
major renovation and remodeling of the sanctuary and CB Heath
Hall to include multipurpose rooms and administrative offices.
(“Pastor Johnson”).

Other black women successfully pastoring traditional Baptist churches include: Rev.
Yvonne Bibbs, Sixth Avenue Baptist Church in Richmond Virginia, Rev. Linda Stevens,
former pastor of Westwood Baptist Church in Richmond, Virginia, and Rev. Mary
Moore, New Salem Baptist Church, Memphis, Tennessee, just to name a few. Having a
few women clergy who are licensed and ordained, working on staff, and even serving as
pastors in black Baptist churches may suggest that the beliefs and attitudes of the laity are
more favorable toward women, but further research is needed.
Over these past two decades several versions of the original Attitudes toward
Women Scale (AWS) by Janet T. Spence and Robert Helmreich were created. The AWS,
subtitled “An Objective Instrument to Measure Attitudes toward the Rights and Roles of
Women in Contemporary Society” was redeveloped by Janet T. Spence and Eugene D.
Hahn, and was designed to assess attitudes towards the rights roles and privileges women
ought to have (17-19). The AWS and its many versions is one of the most frequently used
instruments in studies of attitudes and gender issues in the United States. It was used in
over ninety studies between 1972 and 1978. C. A. Beere lists over three-hundred studies
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using the AWS to measure gender-roles, presenting evidence concerning the scale’s
validity. Over the years, the items on the AWS are less relevant to contemporary issues of
gender roles. Many adaptations of the AWS and development of other scales have been
developed over the years (Spence and Hahn 17-19).
The 1977 Women as Managers scale (WAMS) measures the degree to which one
believes women managers experience a greater number of obstacles and, more critical
judgments about their work performance as compared to managerial men has
overwhelming support for validation as documented in the work of Sarah Moore and
Leon Grunberg (245-57).
Since the development of the AWS and the WAMS scales, substantial social
changes have taken place. Married women with children are entering the labor force in
record numbers. Because of legislation, sexist hiring practices in corporate and
educational institutions have diminished. In response to these changes, women are
seeking advanced training and entering male-dominated professions. A shift in societal
attitudes toward a more egalitarian position is presumed to be the impetus for many of
these changes (Spence and Hahn 17-19; Moore and Grunberg 245-57)). Still, too few
black Baptist churches have women in significant leadership positions including pastoral
leadership. Women who pastor in small Baptist churches are scattered across the region
(many of which they started on their own), and women are serving as staff pastors in
large congregations. However, the real power positions (senior pastor, chair of deacons,
and chair of trustees) within the church are still controlled by the male-dominated
hierarchy (Gorham and Waitschies 26). Majority male leadership in the church is
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suggestive that the attitudes of the laity is still not favorable toward women in leadership
positions.
Summary
Black Baptist denominations promoting praxis of social justice must stand in
solidarity with the women giving credence to interpretations of Jesus’ ministry, which
stress mutual respect, mutual partnership, and equal opportunity. Justice demands it. The
white male system theology of today’s culture forces the Church into a static system of
hierarchy and exploitation. This system limits human freedom and growth (Schaef 17576).
Ironically, Galatians 3:28, one of the earliest confessions of the Church, is one of
the most quoted passages by black liberation theologians (Battle 136): “There is neither
Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free man, there is neither male nor female; for
you are all one in Christ Jesus.” Despite these biblical claims, one of the hardest
challenges to liberation facing the Black Church is the relationship between men and
women. I believe that the injustices to which the female clergy and women in general in
black churches (Baptist) are subjected every day of their lives will not only weaken the
organized church but could destroy it. The Black Church (Baptist) is challenged to focus
on justice issues between male and female clergy using their own experience and calling
forth their hopes for and commitment to change.
Many individual members in autonomous black Baptist churches may agree that
God calls women to be ministers, and they have licensed and even ordained them to the
ministry based on their acknowledgement of a call and congregation discernment.
However, many still do not accept women clergy completely. Based on faulty beliefs,
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attitudes, and (mis)interpretation of Scripture, ecclesiological debates have led some of
these same church leaders and laity who affirm the call of women, to continue to restrict
them from the pastoral office. Church leaders and laity continue to refuse to endorse
women as candidates for the senior pastorate although they are as legitimate as male
candidates, not only in the sight of God but also in terms of their educational credentials
and other criteria set by the pastoral search committees. Review of the literature suggests
that recently women’s contributions to the history of faith communities have become a
topic of research. Beyond the scope of this project, certainly, this research should
continue to evolve.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Women have made up the greatest percentage of congregations in America since
the mid-seventeenth century (Moran 47-66; Wiggins 1) yet the matter of gender equality
regarding women in leadership among the sexes continues to be a hotly debated topic in
the church. Black Baptist denominations, especially the largest three who collectively
represent over fourteen million Christians (“Baptist Churches”), have not risen to the
challenge to address the issue of sexism as a social and biblical concern.
The purpose of this study was to examine the attitudes of church laity and female
clerics regarding the role and function of clergywomen and the effect those attitudes have
upon ministry and vocational mobility of clergywomen including their ability to gain
access to the role of senior pastor in black Baptist churches that are members of
NBCUSA, NBCA, and PNBC in Davidson County in Nashville, Tennessee.
The purpose of this study utilized a mixed researcher-designed survey to measure
the attitudes of laity and female clerics toward the role and function of clergywomen in
the church. This survey focused on two dominant areas: (1) the interpretation of Scripture
and (2) beliefs about women’s roles and function in general. A semi-structured interview
was conducted in a focus group setting to analyze and describe their perception of the
impact of how their own attitudes and that of laity affects their ministry and vocational
mobility, including their ability to gain access to the role of senior pastor.
Research Questions
Three primary research questions guided this study.
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Research Question 1
What are the attitudes of clergywomen regarding their role in black Baptist
churches that are members of the NBCUSA, the NBCA, and the PNBC in Davidson
County, Nashville, Tennessee?
Although black women were in the vanguard of the development of state and
national Baptist bodies and sought to broaden women’s job opportunities and religious
responsibilities, they were reluctant to agitate inclusion of women in the clergy and
unquestioningly accepted the man’s sole right to the clergy (Lincoln and Mamiya 301;
Wiggins 214). However, at the 2002 National Baptist Convention USA, in Philadelphia, a
silent protest outside of the convention center was instigated on behalf of clergywomen to
bring attention to the denomination’s ban against women ministers (Remsen).
Clergywomen in the twenty-first century are not willing to sit by and allow blatant sexual
discrimination praxis to go uncontested.
Research Question 2
What are the attitudes of laypersons regarding clergywomen in the black Baptist
churches that are members of the NBCUSA, the NBCA, and the PNBC in Davidson
County, Nashville, Tennessee?
The clergy surveyed by Lincoln and Mamiya who opposed women in ministry
legitimated their stance by use of the Bible. Sometimes they used it as a thin veil for roles
they accepted as normative: “They do not have any business preaching. She has no voice.
If she has questions, let her ask her husband at home” (294); “In order to be a pastor, one
must be blameless and the husband of one wife, that’s what the Bible says, and there is
no way a woman can be the husband of one wife” (295). Limited/(mis)interpretation of
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certain Scriptures continue to be used in ways that prevent women from full participation
in the kingdom of God.
Research Question 3
What effect have clergywomen’s and laypersons’ attitudes regarding the role of
clergywomen had on the ministry and vocational mobility of clergywomen, including
their ability to gain access to the position of senior pastor?
Not only have black Baptist denominations touted a biblical mandate for male
leadership but also historically the precedent that was set in slavery for male ministers
continues. This precedent plays out when both black men and black women in the church
prefer male ministers (Billingsley 140). African-American clergywomen who aspire to
the pastorate must often contend with the “triple oppression reality” of racism, sexism,
and classism (Grant 2-3). On any given Sunday, 70 percent of the average church
attendance is made up of women, yet the leadership of the church continues to be male
dominated.
Participants
The participants in this study consisted of a random sample of nine clergywomen
who were either licensed or ordained, and forty-three adult laity drawn from the
population of churches that are members of one of the three largest Black Baptist
conventions: (1) NBCUSA, (2) NBCA, or (3) PNBC in Davidson County, Nashville,
Tennessee.
Instrumentation
Two instruments were utilized to implement field research for this study: the
congregational questionnaire and the semi-structured interview protocol which consisted
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of items from the Women as Managers scale and the Attitudes toward Women Scale.
These surveys were modified as needed and employed.
Part one of this project involved the use of semi-structured interviews with nine
female clergy. This format allowed me to clarify and capture the feelings of those
observed (Wiersma and Jurs 255). The focus group participants completed a
questionnaire and then participated in the focus group discussion that I facilitated. The
semi-structured interview survey consisted of twenty-five open and closed items that
allowed demographic information to be collected and served as a transition into the focus
group discussion. Although no universal direction as to how focus groups should be
conducted exist (Krueger 103), they are characterized by open-ended questions, which
are arranged in sequence but have scope for flexibility in format (Morgan and Krueger
99). D. Morgan and R. Krueger suggest that the main feature of the focus group method
is that it is “interaction focused” and provides a special type of information because it
taps into the real-life interactions of people (9). A copy of the Black Baptist Women
Clergy Focus Group Questionnaire can be found in Appendix C.
Part two of the study utilized a researcher-designed congregation questionnaire
that included twelve closed items that allowed me to analyze general demographic
information for comparison. The questionnaire also included twenty-eight Likert-type
scale items that allowed me to analyze attitudes and one opened-ended item to allow
participants to share freely (Wiersma and Jurs 169) reasons for their beliefs and attitudes.
The twenty-eight items on the questionnaire were comprised of twenty-eight Likert-type
scale items and four open-ended items. “Including more than 25 items in an attitude scale
may be perceived as a burden by some respondents, leading them to not respond” (Patten
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37), however, due to the design of this instrument, twenty-eight items were included. A
copy of the Black Baptist Laity Attitude toward Women Clergy Questionnaire can be
found in Appendix D.
Data Collection
To complete the first part of data collection for this study, I extended an invitation
via e-mail to twelve randomly selected clergywomen who are members of the National
Consortium of Black Women in Ministry, Nashville Chapter, inviting them to participate
in the four-hour focus group meeting. However, due to conflicts in schedules, only nine
clergywomen were able to attend the focus group meeting that was held at Fifteenth
Avenue Baptist Church in Nashville, Tennessee, on Saturday, 21 June 2008. The session
was audio taped with the permission of the participants and documented on a computer
by a nonparticipating recorder. We met together for four hours. The first fifteen minutes
was devoted to introductions and laying the ground rules for the focus group. During the
next twenty minutes, the women then completed the Focus Group Questionnaire. Upon
completion of the questionnaire, the remainder of our time was spent using the content of
research questions two and three to engaged in a discussion exploring the attitudes of
both clergywomen and laity regarding the role of clergywomen and how those attitudes
have affected their ministry and vocational mobility.
To complete the second part of data collection, I extended a personal invitation to
five randomly selected pastors asking them to allow their laity to participate in the study.
The pastors who received the invitation are members with me in the Interdenominational
Ministers’ Fellowship. Twenty other randomly selected churches were also invited to
participate in the study. I mailed or hand delivered, a total of one hundred surveys (each
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church received four surveys) including the introductory letter to the lead volunteers
identified by the pastor as the point person. The introductory letter requested that a
written announcement be placed in the Sunday bulletin, newsletter, or other
communication inviting the laity to participate in this study. When people made known
their desire to participate, the volunteer laity then randomly distributed surveys to four
adult laity members. The surveys included a self-addressed, stamped envelope and a
cover letter explaining the study. One week prior to the 30 June deadline and one week
after the deadline, the lead volunteer received a reminder phone call or e-mail asking
them to encourage participants to return the surveys.
Data Analysis
A select group of people who did not participate in the focus group assisted me in
transcribing and analyzing the results of the focus group and in collecting and analyzing
the results of the questionnaire. The audiotapes and documented computer discussions
from the focus group were transcribed in order to provide a verbatim record of the
answers and comments. The transcriptions were read repeatedly as I studied them for
patterns, looking at what stands out on the graph and making comparisons. A copy of the
Black Baptist Women Clergy Focus Group Questionnaire and Discussion Questions can
be found in Appendix C.
The responses to the questionnaire items on the survey completed by the laity
were entered into a database using the Epidata program. The resulting database was
modified into a STATA file for analysis using STATA version 10 (StataCorp). A copy of
the questionnaire is in Appendix D.
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Ethics
Throughout the data collection and analysis process safeguards of the
psychological and professional well-being of the participants were adhered to. Only the
members of the dissertation reflection committee and I reviewed the surveys and
transcripts of the focus group. Anonymity was a high priority at all times. Downloading
of questionnaires received via e-mail without identifying e-mail address ensured
anonymity. When questionnaires cane in the mail, the envelope and any other
documentation identifying the respondent were destroyed. By following these steps,
identity and responses from the laity, clergywomen, and focus group participants
remained private and protected. Assurances to the participants were made of the
anonymity of their responses and the tape recorder stopped anytime a participant
expressed feelings of discomfort. After the dissertation reflection committee and I
finished collecting the data from the instruments, they were locked in a file cabinet in my
home with the expectation of further reflection and analysis of the data in the future.
The autonomous nature of black Baptist churches allows them to license and
ordain women without the approval of the national parent body. Many of these churches
have opted to do so. However, while they are supportive of licensing and even ordaining
women for ministry, the critical ongoing support needed for these women to succeed in
ministry continues to be withheld.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Findings from the Focus Group
The matter of equality among the sexes continues to be a hotly debated topic in
the black Baptist church that has not risen to the challenge of addressing the issue of
sexism as a social and biblical concern as other black denominations have. Such
discrimination is a contradiction of black liberation theology espoused by the Black
Church and undermines the teaching and praxis of Christianity, resulting in the
oppression and subjugation of women clergy, which negatively affects their ministry and
vocational mobility in the church including their ability to the role of senior pastor
(Carpenter 134-41; Wiggins 94).
The purpose of this study was to examine the attitudes of church laity and female
clerics regarding the role, and function of clergywomen and the effect those attitudes
have upon ministry and vocational mobility of clergywomen including their ability to
gain access to the role of senior pastor in black Baptist churches that are members of the
National Baptist Convention USA, Inc., the National Baptist Convention of America, and
the Progressive National Baptist Convention, in Davidson County in Nashville,
Tennessee.
Participants
On 21 June 2008, I met with nine women who were either licensed or ordained
ministers in a focus group to discuss some of the key issues for them in living out the call
of God in the black Baptist church. Data from the focus group was compiled. Of the nine
participants, four of them were married, one recently widowed, two divorced, and two
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single, and they ranged in age from 30 to 60. All of the participants are members of
churches that acknowledge, license, and ordain women to the ministry of the gospel.
The findings from the questionnaire completed by the clergywomen prior to the
discussion portion of the focus group determined that an average of 10.6 years lapsed
between the time the woman discerned God calling her to ministry until the actual time
that she shared this call with her pastor and/or congregation. Of the nine clergywomen
attending the focus group, 44 percent of them were ordained, and the other 55.6 were
licensed. The average length of time in active ministry was 8.2 years with three years
being the shortest and twenty being the longest. While all of the women had active roles
in their church, including preaching from time to time, only five of them were salaried or
on stipend. Of those, only two held full-time positions (one was ordained and the other
licensed). The educational level varied. Three held a master’s degree in an area other than
religion. One was in her second year of a Master’s of Religion program, and three of
them had completed the Master of Divinity degree. One of those who completed the
Master of Divinity degree also completed the Doctor of Ministry degree. Of the
remaining three, two held a bachelor’s degree and one had completed some college. Of
those who had not attended seminary, only three indicated that they planned to pursue
seminary education.
During the focus group, we interactively identified and discussed some of the
most important issues facing clergywomen in the black Baptist church. The stated
purpose of the study was to examine the attitudes of church laity and female clerics about
the role and function of clergywomen and the effect those attitudes have upon the
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ministry and vocational mobility of clergywomen, including their ability to gain access to
the role of senior pastor.
Using the content of research questions two and three, together we explored the
significance of women in ministry, identifying some of the most important issues for
women to consider as they move forward in ministry and develop as leaders both in the
church and in the community.
Research Question 1
What are the attitudes of clergywomen regarding their role in black Baptist
churches that are members of the NBCUSA, the NBCA, and the PNBC in Davidson
County, Nashville, Tennessee?
In order to answer research question number 1, the group shared their call stories.
Out of the call dialogue, some key themes emerged that were foundational to the
formation of the attitudes clergywomen had developed toward their role.
The Call
Of the clergywomen, 90 percent shared that they knew at a very early age through
prayer, dreams, and visions that they were set aside for ministry. However, because they
knew that the sense of this call would not be supported by the church, and in some cases,
family due to their gender, they kept quiet, “hoping the call would go away.” The time
from which they sensed a call to ministry until they disclosed this knowledge to their
pastor averaged 10.6 years.
They discussed the significance of the 10.6-year time lag as they shared witness
of how young boys and men are encouraged and supported to enter into the ministry.
They are hailed as the proud sons of the church with church mothers echoing, “That boy
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looks like a preacher, he’s going to make a fine pastor someday.” Another reason cited
for the 10.6-year time lag was that there were no female role models serving in pastoral
roles. The female role models they did have were teachers. Thus, 80 percent of the
participants began their ministry by teaching in the church with several of the women
stating that teaching was safer than saying they had been called to preach. They agree that
they chose to teach rather than endure the threat of rejection and humiliation. Several of
the women talked about the fact that Christian education is often highlighted in the
church; therefore, they deemed it a safe avenue into the ministry, “a way to work around
the fight.”
The issue of women being in supportive roles in the church was discussed
in-depth, including how women down through the years have been able to “get things
done by coming through the backdoor.” The idea that teaching is a high calling, giving
one the opportunity to mold, guide, and shape the lives of God’s people, was agreed upon
by 100 percent of the participants.
(Mis)treatment of Clergywomen by Laity
Question 19 on the questionnaire specifically asked the participants to describe
how they are treated by the women in their congregations. The women in this study were
reared in congregations where the majority of members were females. Of the participants,
80 percent responded that women support and respect them, however, the dialogue
suggested otherwise. The participants cited issues such as practices of blatant
discrimination in equal treatment.
Lack of equal treatment manifested itself in multiple examples as cited by 90
percent of the participants. For example, when being addressed by the pastor or laity,
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male clergy are referred to as reverend or minister but, the clergywomen are referred to as
sister. Being addressed in this manner was true even when the clergywoman had
credentials including ordination and the male clergy had neither.
Other instances included being passed over for assignments for which they easily
were qualified to lead, being placed on a team to work under male clergy, having ongoing
competition in the church with male clergy and female laity, or being scrutinized by laity
regarding not only their performance but also their appearance: dress (too short, or bright
in color), lack of pantyhose, facial makeup. Such scrutinies lead clergywomen to believe
that they always had to prove themselves especially when they preached or participated
in ministry. The participants believed that more so than their male counterparts they also
had to monitor carefully what they said, what they did, and even where they went for fear
of being misjudged or deemed inappropriate. Such treatment of clergywomen occurred in
churches that acknowledge, license, and ordain clergywomen.
Research Question 2
What are the attitudes of laypersons regarding clergywomen in the black Baptist
churches that are members of the NBCUSA, the NBCA, and the PNBC in Davidson
County, Nashville, Tennessee?
Findings from the Congregational Survey
In black Baptist churches, the pastor is considered the interpreter of Scripture,
doctrines, and Baptist polity. The laity is influenced by the pastor who sets the tone and
vision for the church. However, when the pulpit is vacant, the layperson’s voice carries a
lot of weight and decides who will fill the role of pastor. To that end, part one of this
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study surveyed the attitudes of laity about the role and function of clergywomen in the
church.
Of the one hundred surveys distributed to laity in member churches, forty-three
were returned, yielding a 43 percent response rate. Of the forty-three surveys that were
returned, one had data missing from two questions. Because the questions were related to
the age of the congregation and the size of the congregation, the missing data was not
important enough to make this survey invalid. Of the forty-three participants, 25.58
percent were male (eleven) and 74.42 percent were female (thirty-two). The average age
of the respondents was 31 to 72 years old, and 60.47 percent were married.
Research Question 3
What effect have clergywomen’s and laypersons attitudes regarding the role of
clergywomen had on the ministry and vocational mobility of clergywomen, including
their ability to gain access to the position of senior pastor?
Lack of Support
Overwhelmingly, 100 percent of the participants said in various ways that lack of
acceptance of their role by the pastor and the laity severely hampered opportunities for
them to use their gifts of service freely. The quenching of their gifts was especially true
in the area of lack of support from their pastor. The lack of ongoing support is true even
for the pastor who licensed and/or ordained them. Several participants agreed that they do
not believe their pastor’s know what to do with them as women. One participant
summarized this issue stating, “Pastors know how to mentor their sons. They mentor
them the way they themselves were mentored. But they don’t know how to mentor their
daughters.” Since being licensed and/or ordained, several talked about the lack of
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ongoing support from their pastor’s in terms of guidance regarding theological education,
help with the “doing” of ministry, and opening doors for them to move into other areas of
ministry, especially in other churches.
They discussed the impact of how having to deal with insecurities of men had
contributed to them not being as “out front” or as assertive about taking the lead on
projects as they would have otherwise been. Several of the women had experience in
corporate workplace settings in which they functioned as leaders and managers but
shared that they felt intimidated and stifled in the church and therefore were unwilling to
make full use of their leadership gifts and abilities. They talked at length about being
made to feel as if they were nothing more than window dressing or, as one woman said,
“a hood ornament.” Many of the women echoed the same sentiments and experiences of
disappointment at having to wait to be allowed to have an active role in the worship
experience in terms of preaching, offering the prayer, or even just reading the Scripture.
Several of the women thought that perhaps the pastor had licensed and even ordained
women just to keep up with their more liberal clergy friends because ordination was the
thing to do, not because it was the right thing to do. One participant felt that she and other
women in her church had been ordained by the new “liberal” pastor upon the death of the
more conservative pastor who licensed them, as a way to “make it up to them.” One
participant expressed deep consternation because although she has the same credentials
as the pastor and is on staff at the church she has not yet been ordained and the possibility
of being ordained is not likely.
The participants talked extensively about how other women in their church moved
their membership because neither the pastor nor the church would recognize their call to
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preach. Of the women participating in the focus group, 90 percent of them announced
their call in churches that had traditionally not supported women in ministry; however,
they did so only after other women had announced their call and had been either licensed
or ordained in that church.
In addition to the lack of support from the pastor and lay members of the church,
40 percent of the women had been negatively impacted by the lack of support from
family members. Many of the women believed that this lack of support delayed them in
answering their call and in being as assertive with their ministry purpose. They also
thought that because of the lack of support, they had not aggressively sought full-time
ministry positions.
(Mis)interpretations of 2 Timothy 2:11-15 and/or 1 Corinthians 14:33b-35
Question 23 on the clergywomen questionnaire asked, “How have
(mis)interpretations of 2 Timothy 2:11-15 and or 1 Corinthians 14:33b-35 limited or
encouraged your ability to minister?
While two chose not to respond to this question and only one thought that
misinterpretation had hindered her ministry, the remaining 70 percent had come to terms
with correct interpretation of these passages and felt encouraged by it. During the
discussion regarding this question, the participants agreed that these Scriptures served as
a support for women in ministry and, as such, were no longer the threat they had been in
past times. They overwhelmingly agreed that the laity were more educated and not as
willing to embody the past (mis)interpretations of these two passages of texts.
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Lack of Female Pastor Role Models
Question 17 asked if they had a desire to be a senior pastor of a local church and
question 18 asked what prohibited them from pursuing this role.
While several of the women during their call story shared how they had been in
church leadership roles prior to answering the call to ministry, on a related survey item
shared that they had no desire to pastor a church. They talked extensively about the fact
that there were no female pastor role models who were “doing it.” Several talked about
not wanting the headache or the heartache of the role. One participant talked about how
women are often perceived in the church as being too emotional, too combative, too
opinionated, and too outspoken to be pastors. This statement led to conversation about
the female pastors whom many know personally and who continue to struggle in this role
after many years. They also talked about the few female pastors whom they know who
are successful. However, only two of these pastor Baptist churches. When they engaged
in a discussion about the possibility of any of them functioning in the role of senior
pastor, many of them shared their fears and concerns and the need to make certain they
were answering God’s call for them to pastor, rather than just following something they
wanted or desired to do.
Figure 4.1 indicates that laity believes that clergywomen are treated as equals
with male clergy. Of those surveyed, 40.63 percent of the women and 36.36 percent of
the men agree that female and male clergy are treated as equals, while 36.6 percent of
women and only 9.38 percent of the men disagree.
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Figure 4.1. Female and male clergy treated equally.

The results of this data is discordant with the data from the focus group in which
the participants perceived that female clergy and male clergy were not treated as equals in
the church, with deference going toward the male clergy. The focus group participants
cited examples such as male clergy being asked to participate in worship liturgy more
often, and, male clergy being recommended by the pastor to participate in events outside
of the local church more often.
The data from Figures 4.2 and 4.3 are in concordance with the perception of
female clergy that while congregations are acknowledging, licensing, and ordaining
women, they continue to hold women to a different standard, expecting women to
perform in ways that they do not expect male clergy to do. These two figures also are in
concordance with the clergywomen’s perception and experience of a lack of support,
mistreatment, and harsh judgments at the hands of the laity. However, this data is
discordant with the data found in Figure 4.1, which shows a large percent of laity
agreeing that clergywomen are treated equally to male clergy.
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Figure 4.2. Female clergy ideas challenged.
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Figure 4.3. Female clergy must prove their gifts and abilities.
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As indicated by data in figures 4.4 and 4.5, laity agrees with the theology of
licensing/ordaining female clergy but, continue to exhibit behaviors that are
nonsupportive and judgmental toward clergywomen.
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Figure 4.4. Laity agree women should be licensed.
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As noted by figure 4.6, based on the laity survey, the data shows that over 60
percent of women and 45 percent of men think that their pastor is supportive of female
clergy. However, discordant findings from the focus group that indicate that
clergywomen have and continue to experience a lack of support from pastors suggest
otherwise. The lack of support is especially true in terms of ongoing support and
mentoring after licensure and or ordination.
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Figure 4.6. Pastors are supportive of female clergy.
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Data from Figure 4.7 shows the educational level of those surveyed: 46.51 percent
of them with some college and 13.95 percent college graduates.
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Figure 4.7. Average educational level of congregations.

Figure 4.8 data shows that 72.72 percent of the men and 68.30 percent of the
women disagree that God’s will is against women being in leadership over men.
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Figure 4.8. The Church is against God’s will when women are in leadership.
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Although moderately significant, the data of Figures 4.9, and 4.10 shows support
of Scriptures both pro/con of women’s call. Second Timothy 2:11-15 and 1 Corinthians
14:33b-35 have historically been interpreted in ways that create unnecessary obstacles,
hindering women from exploring and operating in the spiritual gifts of preaching and
church leadership, including the office of pastor.
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Figure 4.9 1. Corinthians 14:33-35 supports women teaching.
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Figure 4.10. 2 Timothy 2:11-15 supports God calling women.
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Summary
The study produced some significant findings.
Although black Baptist churches are licensing and even ordaining women, there is
discordance in the treatment and ongoing support of these women.
Laity are no longer interpreting Scripture in such a way that women are prohibited
from leadership in the church.
The (mis)treatment clergywomen receive from laity, pastors, and nonsupportive
family members has shaped and influenced both their attitudes and their aspirations as
members of the clergy.
Gender inequality with clergywomen being treated as less than, continues to be a
prominent issue.
Clergywomen attitudes resulting from laity attitudes toward them include
disappointment, discouragement, and disillusionment.
In the following chapter, observations, implications, and limitations of these
findings are explored in detail.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
This study examines the attitudes of church laity and female clerics regarding the
role and function of clergywomen and the effect those attitudes have upon ministry and
vocational mobility of clergywomen including their ability to gain access to the role of
senior pastor in black Baptist churches that are members of NBCUSA, NBCA, and
PNBC in Davidson County in Nashville, Tennessee.
As seen in Chapter 2, the Black Church serves as a laboratory for the locus and
manifestation of the “call” of both men and women. “The mission of the Black Church
has fundamentally been shaped by its dual commitments—to the worship of God and to
the remedying of the oppressive social, political, and economic conditions of African
Americans” (Wiggins 94). The mission of the Black Church continues to be viable
however, as it relates to ministry of clergywomen, the mission has not been a remedy for
the social oppression they continue to endure. While some progress has been seen by the
selection of a few women to senior pastor positions in black Baptist churches, the overall
attitude of laity remains nonsupportive and restrictive.
Scriptural Support
Nothing has done more to hinder the progress of the gospel than the long silence
imposed upon women based on a limited interpretation of 1 Corinthians 14:34-35. This
interpretation has kept women from being the catalyst for saving others. However, I have
no doubt, that multitudes of souls who have been brought to Christ through the ministry
of faithful women. The prohibitions of 2 Timothy 2:11-15 have historically been
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interpreted in ways that prescribed women to certain roles, prohibiting the pastorate
(Carpenter 16).
The findings of this research reveal, however, that laity overwhelmingly agrees
that neither the interpretation of the Corinthian or Timothy passages prohibit women
from speaking, teaching, or preaching in the church or even functioning in leadership
roles including the pastorate (see Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10, pp. 103-04).
Gender Inequality
Based on these findings, a presumption could be made that the increased
recognition of clergywomen being licensed and ordained in great numbers, with
clergywomen matriculating in the academy in record numbers, and the successful
ministries of several, that all past barriers have been removed and that female preachers
and pastors are fairing well. However, findings from this study suggest that patriarchy,
which promotes male privilege, is still the status quo. Although laity perceived that they
and their pastors are supportive of women in ministry (see Figure 4.6, p. 102), by their
own account they have observed women being treated in ways not equal to their male
clergy counterparts (see Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, pp. 99-100). Gender discriminatory
praxis has left churches in the awkward position of choosing gender over against the best
for the pastoral leadership role.
Limited Support
The analysis of data collected from the two instruments used in this study indicate
varying points of agreement and disagreement between clergywomen and laity as it
relates to the role and function of clergywomen in the church. The discordance between
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the perceptions of the laity and the participants of the focus group as it relates to support
of clergywomen is prominent in these findings.
The dialogue of the focus group yielded several key elements that undergird
clergywomen attitudes and perceptions about their roles and the possibility of other roles
for them both in and out of the church. The nine clergywomen who participated in the
focus group are representative of other clergywomen in ministry in black Baptist
churches located in Davidson County, Nashville, Tennessee. They shared not only their
personal experiences but also experiences of other “Rev. Sistahs” whom they have
engaged in dialogue with about some of the same issues discussed here. The
(mis)treatment clergywomen receive from laity, pastors, and nonsupportive family
members has shaped and influenced both their attitudes and their aspirations as members
of the clergy. Withholding of ongoing support and nurture from clergywomen by the
pastor and laity resulting in clergywomen feeling devalued has led to the development of
attitudes such as disappointment, discouragement, and disillusionment in clergywomen.
While clergywomen receive support from their pastor in terms of acknowledging
their call, gifts, and graces for ministry, resulting in licensure and, for some, ordination,
ongoing support, mentoring, and general affirmation are lacking. The lack of support by
the pastor and laity has resulted in clergywomen not being as assertive in pursuing
ministry opportunities as they otherwise might be, including the pastorate.
Observations
The dialogue and my observations with the focus group indicate that most
clergywomen continue to struggle with their clergy identity. They continue not to see
themselves as change agents but rather passively allow change to happen to them. Such
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behavior I believe is a result of the constant oppression under which they are serving and
living out their call. This observation is further supported by the findings from the focus
group demographics that show that although they had an average of 8.2 years in the
ministry, only two of them held full-time ministry positions. Of the remaining women,
while they indicated an interest in church staff positions, none of them were actively
seeking such positions.
In black Baptist churches, laity take their cues from the pastor who sets the tone
for the congregation as the interpreter of Scripture, Baptist polity and doctrines. If
clergywomen are to grow in their roles and function within the structure of the church,
then pastors will have to overcome their own sense of insecurities and begin to provide
the needed support for clergywomen. When laity see the pastors giving their support to
clergywomen with more than lip service, they too will begin to provide the much-needed
support that clergywomen desire and need. As laity give support for the nurture and
growth of clergywomen, I hope they will begin to view them as God views them that is,
as equal members of humankind having full participation in the kingdom of God.
Although the reality is that patriarchal approaches continue to marginalize and
oppress women and maintain the status quo, the clergywomen who participated in this
study are not without hope. Expressed by many of the clergywomen is a belief of hope
for a better tomorrow, if not for they themselves then, for those who will come along
after them:
We clergywomen are standing on the shoulders of those who went before
us to open the doors and now we serve as door props for those to come.
We must do all within our power and will, to keep the door open because
there are those who are doing all within their power and influence to kick
the prop from under the door.
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Each of us have felt the weight of those who try to kick the doors shut but, the time has
come for us to take our place and to prepare ourselves to do all within our power to keep
the doors opened for those who will come behind us.
Implications of the Study
This study builds on the tremendous body of research regarding women in
ministry. This study, which looked specifically at the black Baptist church, has the
potential to expand the existing body of knowledge regarding not only women in ministry
but also the black theology of liberation espoused by the Black Church.
The greatest strength of this study is the comparison work completed between the
attitude of the laity and the lived reality of the clergywomen.
Limitations and Weaknesses
As has already been stated, the Black Church has been a champion of espousing a
black theology of liberation. This study only dealt with the core issue of liberation on a
superficial level. Had the study probed deeper into the correlation of the black theology
of liberation and the treatment of clergywomen, it could have an even greater opportunity
to contribute exponentially to the body of research that it examined.
Recommendations for Further Studies
Despite vast literature reporting on the increased recognition of clergywomen in
black Baptist churches, more research is needed to assess the role of the contemporary
Black Church in addressing the continued controversial issue of women in ministry.
Support of clergywomen by the sample Baptists in this study is likely greater than
Baptists in general. Future comparative tests will need to correct the sampling limitations
in this data to gauge views and behaviors among a wider array of Baptist churches better.
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A combined study looking at clergy issues for both women and men would add value to
future conversations in the black Baptist church. Certainly, a future study with
participants from a younger generation of female clergy comparing experiences and
perceptions of clergy roles may prove valuable. Any future studies should also include
the impact of education, tradition, economics, and hegemony on the attitudes of
clergywomen.
I am encouraged by signs of hope having myself been included in the top three in
a national pastoral search to fill the pulpit of a black Baptist church. Though this dream
was unrealized, just to be considered gave me pause for great hope in God that one day
boundaries for clergywomen would truly be removed, differences celebrated, and the
gospel, which is justice for all, would be fully realized.
God is calling women to assume the full scope of the role for which they were
created. One of the pressing challenges in the twenty-first century for the black Baptist
church will be to dismantle the hierarchal order that favors the male dominance that it has
adopted and liberate women into the fullest use of their calling and ministry. The next
several decades will reexamine the critical issues of gender inequality with which
clergywomen wrestle and other issues.
Burgeoning support for women clergy among African Methodist Episcopal Zion,
African Methodist Episcopal, and Christian Methodist Episcopal, denominations was
evident as they began to ordain women ministers in 1891, 1948, and 1954, respectively,
yet support varies. In Lincoln and Mamiya’s nationwide survey of over 2,100 AfricanAmerican clergy, less than 4 percent were women. About 51 percent of respondents in
their study approved of women as pastors with the strongest approval from A.M.E.,
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A.M.E.Z., and C.M.E. denominations and the most vehement opposition from Baptists
and the Church of God in Christ (292).
Personal Reflections
My journey of completing this dissertation process has proved most valuable to
me in many ways. One of the most startling ways was the revelation of yet another call
God has upon my life and ministry, a call to mentor women who are in ministry. I
attended a conference for women in ministry convened by Dr. Cynthia Hale in September
2008. There, I wrestled with this new call to mentor women who are either already in
ministry or in the process of discerning a call to ministry. During the conference, Dr.
Claudette Copeland preached from the narrative of the prophet Elijah passing the mantle
to Elisha when Elisha asked for a double portion of Elijah’s spirit to come upon him (2
Kings 2:1-14). As I listened to that sermon, my spirit opened up to the Spirit of God, and
I said yes to the Sovereign Lord as I have so many times in the past. Dr. Copeland threw
out towels as symbols of the mantle of the various ministries God was entrusting to us.
As I opened my eyes, my hands were up worshiping the Lord, and one of the towels flew
into my hands as a symbol of the mantle of mentoring and pastoring women who are in
ministry fell on me. After reading through my journal, I realized that on that day, I said
yes to a call that the Lord revealed to me in 1997. I am already feeling the weight and
responsibility of walking in this call with integrity as God has already sent me two
women who are discerning a call to ministry. Part of the hesitancy of these women as
they wrestle with the realization of a call to ministry is the fact that both are members of
black Baptist churches where women are not licensed or ordained to the gospel ministry.
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Walking over from my office to the sanctuary one day, a two year old girl who
attends the child care learning center stopped me as she tugged on my robe. She looked at
me and with great seriousness said to me, “I’m going to wear one of these.” I looked
down into her innocent face and said to her, “Baby girl, if I have anything to do with it,
you sure will, and I believe that it won’t be as hard for you to wear this robe as it has
been and continues to be for me.” The findings of this study suggest that, indeed, it will
be easier for the next generation of female clergy, but not without challenges.
The Black Church has been a champion of espousing a black theology of
liberation preaching on matters of race and equality in the broader context, yet black
Baptist denominations refuse to take a similar stand when the matter of gender equality in
the church should be addressed. The practice of exclusivity has led to gender
discrimination praxis that is a contradiction of the black theology of liberation espoused
by the Black Church. Gender discrimination undermines the teaching and praxis of
Christianity and results in the oppression and subjugation of clergywomen negatively
affecting their ministry/vocational mobility in the church and their ability to gain access
the role of senior pastor.
I am hopeful that with attention to biblical, theological, philosophical, and cultural
reflection, perhaps in years to come, the black Baptist church will be in position once
again to lead the way in terms of total liberation of humankind, not only in the
community but also in the Church.
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APPENDIX A
COVER LETTER FOR BLACK BAPTIST WOMEN CLERGY ATTITUDES
TOWARD LAITY’S PERCEPTIONS OF THEM
Dear ______________,
I am a student at Asbury Theological Seminary, and I am conducting a survey of
the various attitudes laity who belong to black Baptist churches have toward women
clergy. Small random samples of members of some black Baptist Churches in Nashville,
Tennessee, have been selected to participate in this survey.
In addition to surveying the laity, I am also surveying clergywomen. The
clergywomen survey and focus group is designed to assess the impact the attitudes of
laity have upon the role and function of clergywomen in the church. The information
provided throughout the survey will be presented to my dissertation committee to fulfill
the requirements for the Doctor of Ministry degree. I am requesting your help to make
this effort a success. Please mail the completed form in the enclosed self-addressed,
stamped envelope by June 30, 2008 to
Women Clergy Survey
c/o Rev. Judy D. Cummings
PO Box 280953
Nashville, TN 37228
I plan to conduct the focus group with twelve women clergy to discuss these
attitudes and beliefs regarding the role and function of women clergy further. The twelve
attendees will be randomly selected. If you would like to participate, please call, e-mail
me ASAP. The focus group is scheduled for Saturday, June 21, 2008. It will last
approximately three hours. Once I have a list of those persons who are interested, I will
notify you with the full details.
Thank you in advance for your willingness to share in this process. May God bless you
richly in your walk with him.
Warm Regards,
Rev. Judy D. Cummings, M.Div.
Doctoral Candidate, Asbury Theological Seminary
Enc.
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APPENDIX B
COVER LETTER FOR: BLACK BAPTIST LAITY ATTITUDES TOWARD
WOMEN CLERGY SURVEY
Dear ______________,
I am a student at Asbury Theological Seminary, and I am conducting a survey of
the various attitudes laity who belong to black Baptist churches have toward women
clergy. Small random samples of members of some black Baptist Churches in Nashville,
Tennessee, have been selected to participate in this survey. Your responses to all
questions are important. The short, written answers give life to the other answers. No
answer is unimportant. Be assured that your responses will be treated confidentially. You
are not being asked to provide your name on the questionnaire, so all responses are
anonymous.
The survey is designed to assess the attitudes of laity and female clerics toward
the role and function of clergywomen in the church. The information provided
throughout the survey will be presented to my dissertation committee to fulfill the
requirements for the Doctor of Ministry degree. I am requesting your help to make this
effort a success. Please mail the completed form in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped
envelope by June 30, 2008 to
Women Clergy Survey
c/o Rev. Judy D. Cummings
PO Box 280953
Nashville, TN 37228
Thank you in advance for your willingness to share in this process. May God bless you
richly in your walk with him.
Warm Regards,

Rev. Judy D. Cummings, M.Div.
Doctoral Candidate, Asbury Theological Seminary
Enc.
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APPENDIX C
BLACK BAPTIST WOMEN CLERGY FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE
AND DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
The following pages contain the survey and discussion questions used during the
clergywomen focus group. After the participants completed the survey, I led a discussion
using some of the questions from the survey as discussion starters.
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BLACK BAPTIST WOMEN CLERGY FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE
AND DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Describe your sense of call into Christian ministry.
_______________________________________________________________
2. How old were you when you discerned your call ______
3. How old were you when you answered your call _______
4. What was your professional career prior to entering the ministry?
_______________________________________________________________
5. Are you currently involved in paid, full or part-time Christian ministry?
 Yes
 No
6. What is your current ministry position?
_______________________________________________________________
7. If you are not in a full or part-time ministry position, why not?
______________________________________________________________
8. Are you ordained

licensed

other________________

9. How many years have you been ordained; or licensed___________
10. If you are not ordained, do you wish to be ordained?
 Yes
 No
If yes, explain why you are not already ordained?
______________________________________________________________
If no, explain why you do not wish to pursue professional Christian ministry.
_______________________________________________________________
11. What is your highest level of education?

High School

Some College

Bachelor’s

Master’s

Master’s of Divinity 
Other_________________
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12. If you have not already, do you plan to pursue seminary education?
 Yes
 No
13. Do you think pursing religious education will benefit you as a clergywoman?
 Yes
 No
14. Does your pastor and church support women clergy?
 Yes
 No
15. Are the male clergy treated with more respect than the women clergy?
 Yes
 No
16. What do you think inhibits the acceptance of women clergy?
______________________________________________________________
17. Do you have a desire to be a senior pastor of a local church?
 Yes
 No
18. If yes, what prohibits you from pursing this role?
_______________________________________________________________
19. Describe how are you treated by the women in your congregation?
_______________________________________________________________
20. Does your family support your call?
 Yes
 No
21. How has being married limited your ability to minister?
_______________________________________________________________
22. How has being single limited your ability to minister?
_______________________________________________________________
23. How have (mis)interpretations of 2 Timothy 2:11-15 or 1 Corinthian 14:33b-35
limited or encouraged your ability to minister?
_______________________________________________________________
24. What has been your greatest joy in ministry?
_______________________________________________________________
25. What has been your greatest disappointment in ministry?
_______________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX D
BLACK BAPTIST LAITY ATTITUDES TOWARD WOMEN CLERGY SURVEY
Congregational Questionnaire
The following pages contain the questionnaire sent out to black Baptist churches
belonging to NBCUSA, NCBA, and PNBC member churches in Nashville, Davidson
County.
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BLACK BAPTIST LAITY ATTITUDES TOWARD WOMEN CLERGY SURVEY
Congregational Questionnaire

I am a student at Asbury Theological Seminary. In an effort to fulfill the
requirements for the Doctor of Ministry degree, I am conducting a survey of the various
attitudes laity who belong to black Baptist churches have toward women clergy. I am
requesting your help to make this effort a success. Small random samples of members of
black Baptist churches in Nashville, TN, have been selected to participate in this survey.
Your responses to all questions are important. No answer is unimportant. Be assured that
your responses are strictly confidential. You are not being asked to provide your name on
the questionnaire, so all responses are anonymous. Each questionnaire has a coded
number in the upper right-hand corner to help me follow up with the church if I do not
receive completed questionnaires by the June 8, 2008 deadline.
The survey is designed to assess the attitudes of laity and female clerics toward
the role and function of clergywomen in the church. The survey focuses on two dominant
areas: the interpretation of Scripture and beliefs about women’s roles and function in
general. The survey will take about 20 minutes to complete. Please follow the directions
below for filling out the attached survey and mailing it back to me.
1. Do not write your name or any other identifying features on the survey.
2. Mark only one choice per item.
3. Please respond to all items!
4. Please mail the completed form in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope
by June 30, 2008.
Women Clergy Survey
c/o Rev. Judy D. Cummings
PO Box 280953
Nashville, TN 37228
Thank you for participating.
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BLACK BAPTIST LAITY ATTITUDES TOWARD WOMEN CLERGY SURVEY
Thank you for taking time to complete this survey. Please answer all the questions.
Section one is designed to gather general background demographic type information. All
information obtained will be kept in strict confidence and your identity will remain
unknown.

I. General Information Section
1. Participant identification  Layperson or  Clergy
2. Name of your church? ______________________________________
3. What year was your church founded? ___________
4. What is the average age of your congregation? _______________
5. What is the average educational level of your congregation? _________
6. Approximately how many members attend your church? ________
7. How old is your pastor? Under 20  20-35  36-46 47-57 58 or over 
8. What is the highest educational level of your pastor? _________
9. What is Your age? Under 20  20-30  31-51  52-72  73 or over 
10. Gender?
 Male  Female
11. Marital Status
 Single (never married)
 Married
 Widowed
 Divorced or Separated
 Living in a committed relationship
12. The following are a regular part of my spiritual life (check all that apply)
 Bible Study
 Devotional Times
 Involvement in ministry
 Prayer
 Sharing my faith with others
13. Which Baptist denominations are you currently a member of? (Check all that
apply)
 NBCUSA
 PNBC

 NBC of America
 Dually aligned__________________________
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14. Which denomination (s) have you been a member of in the past? (Check all that
apply)
 NBCUSA
 NBC of America
 PNBC
 American
 Primitive
 Missionary
 Methodist
 A.M.E.
 A.M.E. Zion
 C.O.G.I.C.
 C.O.G.
 Other
Please list: _________________________________________________
II. Questions to survey attitude/beliefs toward women clergy
Directions: Consider your beliefs and feelings toward women clergy in the church. Please
indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with the following statements about
women clergy by placing a check mark in the box to the left of the choice that best
represents your attitude. The choices are:
5 = Strongly Agree; 4 = Agree; 3 = Neutral; 2 = Disagree; 1= Strongly Disagree
Mark only one choice per item. Please respond to all items!
1. Women clergy have their ideas challenged more often than do male clergy.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
2. Women clergy have to perform ministry much better than male clergy in order to
succeed.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
3. We have women clergy in our congregation who are licensed.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
4. We have women clergy in our congregation who are ordained.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
5. I believe that the Bible clearly states that women should be licensed to preach.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
6. I believe that the Bible clearly states that women should be ordained.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
7. Our pastor is supportive of women clergy.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
8. Our church is supportive of women clergy.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
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9. In our church, women clergy and male clergy are treated as equals.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
10. God created man to be the head over the woman.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
11. The church is going against the will of God when it allows women to operate in
leadership positions over men.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
12. Women clergy must behave in a typically “masculine” ways including preaching
using male mannerisms in order to be taken seriously.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
13. First Corinthians 14:33b-35 clearly states that women are to be silent in the
church and submit to their husbands. This Scripture supports my belief that
women are not to teach young boys after they reach age 12 and that women are
not called to preach.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
14. Compared to male clergy, female clergy must continually prove themselves.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
15. Women clergy have their work judged more critically than do male clergy.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
16. Under modern economic conditions, with women active outside the home, men
should share in household tasks such as washing dishes and doing laundry.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
17. Women should worry less about their rights and more about becoming good
wives and mothers.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
18. Women should assume their rightful place in business, politics, corporations and
other professions along with men.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
19. Sons in the family should be given more encouragement to go to college than
daughters.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
20. In general, the father should have greater authority than the mother in bringing up
children.
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 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
21. The Bible clearly states in 2 Timothy 2:11-15 that women should not have
authority over men. This Scripture supports the fact that God does not call women
to the ministry.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
22. God created the man to be the head of every woman.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
23. I would be pleased if I had a daughter who wanted to be a minister.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
24. More women should be in senior pastor roles in the church.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
25. Women would not be good pastors because of the responsibilities they have in the
home.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
26. More women should be ordained to function in full-time ministry.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
27. Inclusive language should be used in church services.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
28. I would approve of our Pulpit Search Committee considering clergywomen for
the role of senior pastor at my church.
 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly Disagree
Please feel free to write in the space provided or on additional paper any comments you
would like to share regarding your interpretation of Scripture and subsequent attitudes or
beliefs toward women clergy:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Thank you for taking the time to respond. Please return the completed questionnaire in
the postage-paid envelope.
Women Clergy Survey
c/o Rev. Judy D. Cummings
PO Box 280953
Nashville, TN 37228
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